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PREFACE
The five papers of this report have been written in an attempt to
open up a new dialogue among meteorologists

and other scientists on

the possibility of meso-scale weather modification
interception of solar energy.

through carbon dust

Growing population pressures and predicted

future global food shortages dictate that man explore all his possibilities for beneficial weather modification.

Nearly all the weather mo-

dification efforts over the last quarter century have been aimed at producing changes on the cloud scale through exploitation of the saturated
vapor pressure difference between ice and water.

This is not to be

criticized, but it is time we also consider the feasibility of weather
modification on other time-space scales and with other physical hypotheses.

The authors wish to share their ideas on this new area of po-

tential weather modification with other interested individuals and obtain
their comments and criticisms.

They are hopeful that more exploratory

research..on this subject can soon be started.
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Weather Modification by Carbon Dust Absorption of Solar Energy
Paper I:
Background Information and Hypothesis

William M. Gray and William M. Frank

ABSTRACT

Growing global population pressures and predicted future food and
energy shortages dictate that man fully explore his potential use of solar
energy. The following group of five papers explores the possibility
of
beneficial weather modification through artificial
solar energy absorption.
A variety of physical ideas as related to artificial
heat sources on different scales of motion are considered.
Interest
is concentrated on the
feasibility
of meso-scale (~ 100-200 km) weather modification by solar
energy absorption by carbon aerosol particles
of ~ 0.1 micron size or less.
Particles
of this size maximize solar energy absorption per unit mass.
It is hypothesized that significant
beneficial
influences can be
derived through judicious exploitation
of the solar absorption potential
of carbon black dust.
There is an especially high potential
for this over
tropical oceans.
If dispensed in small enough sizes of one tenth micron
or less, solar energy absorption amounts as high as ~ 2 x 1010 cal/lb per
10 hours or about 4 x 1011 cal/dollar
per 10 hours can be obtained.
This
is a tremendously powerful heat source, especially if it stimulates an
additional oceanic evaporation energy gain.
Preliminary observational and
modeling information indicates that this artificial
heat source can be
employed on the meso-scale (100-200 km) to give significant
economic gain
regarding precipitation
enhancement and tropical storm destruction aleviation.
It may also be possible to use carbon dust to enhance precipitation
over land areas, alter extra tropical cyclones, and to speed up fog burnoff and snowmelt.
The following five papers discuss this physical
meteorological,
radiational,
engineering, ecological
of view.

1

hypothesis from the
and economic points

I.

BACKGROUNDDISCUSSION

These papers are written with the purpose of opening up a dialogue on
a new area of potential weather modification--namely

meso-scale weather

modification from solar energy interception by small carbon particles.

It

would appear that present day weather modification may need a broader
scientific outlook.

Nearly all the weather modification efforts over the

last quarter century have been aimed at producing changes on the cloud
scale through exploitation of the saturated vapor pressure difference between ice and water.

This is not to be criticized, but it is time we also

consider the feasibility of weather modification on other time-space
scales and with other physical hypotheses.
a.

Need
Growing global population pressures and predicted food and energy

shortages dictate that man fully explore his potential for beneficial weather modification

from both an economic and a humanitarian point of view.

All physical ideas on all scales of motion should be considered.
b.

Physical idea
Most of the sun r S energy penetrates through the earth's atmosphere to

the surface.

A large direct atmospheric heat source would result if some

of this incoming solar energy could, instead, be absorbed directly within
the atmosphere.

This is especially true over the oceans where most of the

incoming solar energy goes into evaporation and where the lower atmosphere
does not experience a diurnal temperature variation.

c.

General questions
Can man intercept an appreciable amount of the incoming solar energy

in selective areas and convert this energy into significant Wli.nd-pressure

2

3
and precipitation

changes?

often in a potentially
energy would trigger
economic effects?
man.

Is the tropical

unstable state
beneficial

and sub-tropical

such that an addition

changes?

The rain which falls

If this

troposphere
of artificial

is so,what are the likely

over the oceans does not benefit

Perhaps man in the future will be able to cause a small amount of

the rain which would normally fall

over the oceans, instead,

to occur

over land areas in need of precipitation.
d.

Technical questions
Can man economically generate carbon dust in sufficiently

sizes

«

small

0.1 micron) such that large area coverages per unit mass of

carbon can be obtained?

What are the technical

to the size of the carbon.particles?

and radiational

limits

II.
a.

CARBON DUST AS AN ARTIFICIAL HEAT SOURCE

Artificial interception of solar radiation
From 60-80 percent of the incoming solar radiation (I ) in the cloud
o

free areas reaches the earth's surface.
85 percent.
portion of

In the tropics this figure is 80-

As pictorially shown on the left portion of Fig. 1, the largest
incoming solar energy is absorbed by the oceans.

energy subsequently goes into evaporation.

Most of this

Because this evaporation energy

transport from the ocean is not directly dependent on solar radiation, but
goes on during both the day and night, the oceanic boundary layer does
not experience a large daily heating cycle as is common over land.
If a significant portion of the incoming solar energy over the oceans
could be absorbed in the atmospheric boundary layer during the daylight
hours, an artificial stimulation of cumulus convection would occur.

This

migh t be accomplished by aerosol interception of solar radiation as shown

I (

INCIDENT SOLAR RADIATION AT TOP OF
)
o TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE -800
Cal/cm2 per day

- 20% of Ie. absorbed
or scattered a
reflected bock
to space

-20% of Ie,absorbed
or scottered a
reflected bock
to spoce

extra -15% of Ie, (I'Ocolories/doy)
absorbed by 10% carbon black coverooe
OCEAN

- 80"10 of Io
absorbed by Ocean

Fig. 1.

SURFACE

-65"10 of Io
absorbed by Ocean

Contrast of clear air tropical condition with normal solar
absorption by atmosphere-ocean (on left) with extra solar absorption with 10% aerosol coverage in boundary layer (on the
right) •
4

5

on the right side of Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 compares the extra boundary layer

short wave heating which is possible in 10 hours due to 15 percent
l~xtra absorption of incident solar radiation with the usual 10 hour net
long and short wave radiation of the tropical troposphere as determined by
Cox and Suomi (1969).
]:>.

Carbon black dust as an artifical atmospheric heat source
The characteristic of carbon dust which makes it so attractive as an

atmospheric heat source is the extra-ordinary quantity of solar radiation
,¥hich can be absorbed by a unit mass of carbon.

The following discussion

by Frank (Paper II) extensively discusses the characteristics of carbon
black dust as an atmospheric absorber of solar radiation from the method
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Comparison of 10 hr heating-cooling rates due to long and short
wave radiation in clear regions with the extra boundary layer
induced heating (shaded area) which is possible in 10 hours from
15 percent artificial solar absorption.

6

of estimating aerosol solar absorption developed by Korb and MOller (1962).
The reader is referred to these papers for a thorough discussion of this.
subject.

For the purpose of discussing the use of carbon black dust as an

artificial solar energy source for meso-scale modification, the following
information summarizes the pertinent facts on carbon black dust:
1)

Carbon black dust consists of fine essentially spherical particles
composed of 95-99% pure carbon, the remainder being made up of
volatile materials.

It is formed by the controlled incomplete

combustion of fossil fuels according to a variety of processes.
If put out in sizes less than a few microns, it has negligible
fall velocity.

Most carbon blacks can be produced in quantity

for about $.05 to $.10 per Kg.
2)

3
The density of carbon black particles is 2 gm/cm •

The high

0
radiation absorptivity and low heat capacity (about .125 ca1/g C)

of carbon dust make it an ideal agent for interception of solar
radiation and transfer of this heat to the surrounding air
molecules by conduction.
further.

Turbulent mixing carries the heat

Being hydrophobic, carbon dust does not readily absorb

water vapor.

If put out in small sizes it will not act as a con-

densation nucleus.
3)

Particles of 0.1 micron radius maximize the solar absorption per
unit mass but, as discussed by Frank (Paper II), this size is not
critical.

Solar absorption to weight is not greatly altered by

variations in size from .01~ to 0.20~ radius.

.

t1c1es of 0.1~ radius weigh but 10

-14 gm.

Individual par-

It takes 3 x 10

13

particles or about 0.3 gm of carbon to solidly cover a horizontal
2

cross-section of 1 m •

7

4)

Carbon black dust particles
('" 94%) by direct

solar

conduction of this

heat the surrounding

energy absorption

primarily

and rapid molecular

heat to the surrOl.mding air.

the heat transfer

air

from the carbon to the air

About 6%of

is accomplished by

long-wave radiation.
5)

The maximum.
efficiency
requires

that

of solar

the percentage

radiation

to weight and cost

area coverage of carbon black be in

the range of 0-30%. Higher carbon area coverage rates
dundancy in solar

absorption

cause re-

and lower energy to weight and cost

ratios.
6)

Absorption rates
affected

for area coverage percentages

by zenith

of 0-20% are little

angle changes up to 65-700•

9 to 10 hours of nearly

constant

absorption

rate

This allows for
during daylight

hours.
7)

One kilogram. (Kg) of carbon black dust can absorb more than 40
billion

calories

of solar

On the other hand, coal,
combustible fuels,
million

radiation
currently

provides

in a single

the cheapest of conventional

on complete combustion aboat 7

cal per Kg or about 1/6000 as much heat per unit mass as

the carbon.

The relative

costs of energy available

black dust and coal are shown in Table 1.

carbon heat per 10 hr.

h~

period.

only nuclear

compares ~!!

Kiloton nuclear

than the cost of

Amongenergy sources normally

energy compares with carbon black as

a source of accumulation oK energy per unit ~,
substance

from carbon

The cost of complete

combustion coal heat is about 280 times greater

used

10 hour period.

source of heat per unit

and ~
cost.

known

A 20

explosion produces about the same amount of thermal

8

TABLE 1
RELATIVE AMOUNTS AND COSTS OF COAL AND CARBON BLACK DUST ENERGY
Fuel

Coal

'V

$.005

'V

7xl06 cal/Kg

Carbon
Black

'V

$.10

'V

4xlO

Ratio
(Carbon Black)
Coal

20

'V -

1

Heat per Unit Cost
(cal/dollars)

Heat
(cal/Kg)

Cost
(dollar /Kg)

lO

cal/Kg
per 10 hrs.

'V

1.4x10

'V

4.0xlO

9

cal/dollar

11

cal/dollar
per 10 hrs.

280

6000
'V--

'V --

I

I

energy as can be obtained from 1,000 Kg of carbon dust in 10
hours of solar heating.

In addition, the carbon dust is not ne-

cessarily consumed during the heat absorption process and might be
used again on following days.

Silver iodide seeding in super-cooled

clouds can also liberate tremendous amounts of energy per unit mass,
but the energy from this source does not locally accumulate unless
the cumulus mass compensation for the stimulated convection occurs near
and on a time scale of the seeding.

This is rare.

As the seeded

cloud dies out the suspended frozen particles melt and re-evaporate.
8)

Table 2 lists the short wave absorption by carbon dust in the
tropical boundary layer (surface to 950 mb) which would result
from various carbon dust equivalent area coverages.
2

centration of O.l~ radius carbon particles per km

The conis also shown.

For carbon dust area coverages of 10 and 20 percent, only
and

'V

'V

25

50 Kg respectively of carbon dust are needed to cover an

9

TABLE 2
TYPICAL TROPICAL BOUNDARY LAYER HEATING RATES FROM 1 MILLION Kg OF
CARBON DUST
Area

% Area
Coverage

72 ,000 km2
40,000 km2
2

Carbon Dusi Mass
Kg/km

Net Heat Absorbed
(ca1/cm2 10 hrs)

Temperature Change
(OC/10 hrs)

5%

11

60

4

9%

22

110

8

18%

45

200

13

15,000 k.m2
10,000 k.m2

26%

65

270

18

35%

90

325

22

6,800 km2
5,100 km2

53%

120

410

27

70%

180

470

31

20,000 km

2

area of one km.

If generation rates are about 10 cents/Kg~this

amounts to but $2.50 and $5 per one. km.2 coverage.
Ten percent area coverage of carbon dust provides enough
heat to increase the mean temperature

of the air within the bound-

o
ary layer (surface to 950 rob) at a rate of about l C/hr for a
10 hour period.

Table 2 also gives the boundary layer heating

rates that can be accomplished

for various areas and percentage

carbon particle coverages with 1 million Kg of carbon.

Fig. 3

portrays comparative areas which can be covered by various amounts
of carbon dust at 10 percent area coverage in contrast with the
typical size of the large hurricane' cloud cluster.

This would

cause an artificial increase of the mean boundary layer temperature of loC/hr for 10 hours over the dotted area shown.

These

enormous area coverages and heating rates open the possibility
of meso-synoptic-sca1e

weather modification.

10

COMPARISON OF TYPICAL

HURRICANE CLUSTER AREA

WITH AREA OF

10% CARBON BLACK COVERAGE WHICH IS POSSIBLE WITH VARIOUS NO. OF C5A AIRCRAFT

...
.....
@
"0°::'

100,000 Kg

THIS

COVERAGE GIVES)

ABOUT I.C/hr

1,000,000 Kg

(

HEATING

FOR 10 HRS. THROUGH
THE LOWEST 50mb

TYPICAL

HURRICANE

CLUSTER

Fig. 3.

AREA

0

Comparison of typical hurricane cluster area (6 latitude diameter)
with the area (dotted) of 10 percent carb£)n black coverage which
is possible with various amounts of carbon black dust. Estimating
the cost of carbon dust to be '" $0.10 per Kg, these three area
coverages would require carbon amounts of $10,000, $100,000 and
$200,000.

III.

PHYSICAL
HYPOTHESES

The energy budget of the globe specifically
global precipitation
this

be about a meter per year.

precipitation

falls

man could slightly
small percentage

increase

beneficial

stabili

goal.

to allow him to objectively

scale weather modification
by solar

absorption

a. Rainfall

ty conditions

economic impact.

scale

the average

portion

of

to man.

over land,

If

a

might result.

This

This should be man's

The proper tapping of solar

with carbon dust might give man control

amitlous

The largest

of global land precipitation

primary weather modification

On a less

that

over the oceans and is of no benefit

decrease vertical

could have a sizable

large

dictates

energy

of an energy source sufficiently

contemplate such possibilities.

it

is hypothesized

may be possible

that beneficial

meso-

in the coming decade or two

of carbon dust in the following situations:

enhancement along tropical

b. Reduction of inner-core

hurricane

and sub-tropical

coastlines.

intensity.

c. Cumulonimbusenhancement over selective

land regions in need of

precipitation.
d. Alteration

of extra-tropical

cyclones.

e. Fog dissipation.
f. Accelerating

snowmelt in agricultural

These are a few of the potential
tion of solar

to which the intercep-

in which man could benefit

from

of a meso-scale heat source of the magnitude discussed.

The most likely
where the planetary
ture

applications

energy might be put to use by lJlS.n. There are likely

many other atmospheric situations
application

areas.

location

for carbon dispersal

is over the oceans

boundary layer does not experience a diurnal

cycle and where the stimulation
11

of extra

evaporation

tempera-

is possible.

12

a.

Extra evaporation
The direct heating of air by carbon absorption is but one of two in-

fluences which can occur.

If accomplished over water bodies) the en-

hanced solar heating of the air should also stimulate an increase in
evaporation.

The increased warming of the air will stimulate extra ver-

tical mixing and downward penetration of upper level dryer air to the
ocean surface.

This dryer air will increase the water vapor pressure dif-

ference between the ocean and the air and lead to increased evaporation
rates.

Evaporation rates may perhaps be increased by double or more

their normal values.

This evaporation influence can also continue for

many hours after the heating has taken place.
It is seen in Fig. 4 that the ~q or q

s

(saturation vapor pressure of

the air which is equivalent to the ocean temperature) minus q (vapor content of the air just above the ocean) difference between air at 850 mb and
the ocean surface is about three times larger than the difference between
surface air and the value representing saturation at the ocean temperature.

Any down mixing of upper level air should substantially increase

the q -q of the air just above the ocean.
s

crease the evaporation rate.

This will substantially in-

The energy for this increased evaporation)

however~ will come largely from the ocean and not the air.

Thus, it may

be possible for the carbon dust solar heating to locally extract energy
from the ocean that would not naturally occur.

The potential buoyancy

of the low levels will later be enhanced by the extra water vapor content.
b.

Method of dispersion
It appears that it will be possible to manufacture small'" 0.1 micron

(~) size carbon particles directly from liquid petroleum products (i.e.
hydrocarbons) on aircraft or from ship or land surface sites.

Paper III
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TEPHIGRAM PLOT OF

q and Aq or (qafc-q)
(gm/Kg)

e = 300

0

200C

Fig. 4.

Portrayal of tropical or sub-tropical specific humidity difference
of upper layer air with surface saturated specific humidity of
the ocean (qs) and how extra downwardmixing of dryer air would
greatly enhance the q -q values and the oceanic evaporation rates.
s

by C. A. Stokes shows how it

is possible

to obtain about 50%mass yield

of carbon or 1 Kg of carbon dust for 2 Kg of liquid
carbon particles

studies

This prevents handling and clumping problems.

by Stokes are in progress to determine the best meth-

ods of manufacture.

It is highly desirable

manufactured at individual
more easily

The

can thus be generated in the desired size range and dis-

persed without storing.
Feasibility

hydrocarbons.

dispersion

handled and dispersed

chased at the factory.

sites.

that

the carbon particles

be

Liquid petroleum can be much

than can solid carbon dust which is pur-

IV.

a.

DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC

HYPOTHESES

Rainfall enhancement along tropical and sub-tropical coastlines
Precipitation

enhancement from weather system genesis or intensifica-

tion upwind from coastlines with on-shore flow is believed to be a very
likely possibility.

There are many coastal and adjacent inland regions in

the tropics and sub-tropics which need additional precipitation and which
have on-shore flow.

If tropospheric vertical wind shears are not too large!

it is very likely that meso-scale weather system genesis or enhancement is
possible.
It is envisaged that an artificial heat source will lend itself to
the production of extra cumulus convection and an extra local meso-scale
convergence.

A sizable amount of extra low level mass and water vapor

convergence should occur.
should take place.

A continuing enhancement of cumulus convection

If enough extra convection occurs! then! if tropospheric

vertical wind shears are not too large! this extra cumulus heating is
likely to feedback to the meso-system and keep it going or intensify it.
Maintenance and growth can occur after the original heat has dissipated.
Figs. 5 and 6 portray how a weak meso-system might be generated upwind
from a tropical coastline.
It must be emphasized that we are discussing a meso-scale heat source
and the resulting meso-scale pressure-wind patterns which are induced.
We are not discussing the direct stimulation,of individual cumulus elements.
The individual cumulus elements will result as a consequence of the extra
meso-scale low level mass and water vapor convergence.

Most previous

weather modification schemes have dealt only with the alteration of already
existing cumulus.

14
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Cross-section portrayal of carbon dust interception of solar
radiation upwind from a coastline with enhanced vertical mixing
and evaporation.
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b.

Reduction of inner-core hurricane intensity
.
The present NOAA stormfury hurricane modification hypothesis [See

Project Stormfury Annual Reports of 1971-1972 (available from NOAA NHRL
Miami office)] and the one here proposed for carbon dust seeding rests
with the physical idea of artifically interupting a portion of the hurricane's low-level inflow which would normally penetrate to the eye wall
region and force it to rise, instead, at an outer radius.

As extensively

discussed by Gray (1973), angular momentum and surface friction considerations dictate that hurricane intensity is crucially dependent on the amount
of mass inflow and the radius to which the boundary layer inflow penetrates
towards the storm center.

Rapid and sizable reductions in the hurricane

inner core wind structure would occur if the boundary layer inflow could
be artifically reduced by but 5 to 10 percent.

If the outer boundary

layer surrounding the hurricane shield can be artificially warmed at a
rate of about 1/2 to lC/hr for a period of ten hours, a significant stimulation will be given to cumulus convection at radii beyond the eye wall
cloud so as to cause a noticeable decrease in the low level inflow to the
radius of maximum wind.

This should lead to a decrease in the inner core

maximum wind velocities.

A significant decrease in storm damage should

result.
It is hypothesized

that if sizable areas surromuiing the hurricane

cloud cluster can be seeded in the boundary ~ayer with 1-2 million Kg of
carbon black dust, the effect will be to stimulate additional cumulus
convection either at the place of the carbon seeding or, if turbulence
and large boundary layer mixing occurs, at radii inside the carbon seedillg
but beyond the radius of maximum winds.

The effect of the carbon dust

seeding will be to enhance the cumulus buoyancy by increasing the low

17

level temperatures and evaporation rates.

This will cause more cumulus

convection at outer radii and take extra mass out of the boundary layer.
The low level inflow into the center should be. reduced.
cause a weakening of the cyclone.
h~othesis

This should

More discussion of this physical

is contained in Paper V.

Fig. 7 is a cross-section view which shows where the proposed carbon
black dust would be placed just beyond the edge of the cirrus shield and
how this might interrupt part of the low level inflow mass through enhancement of cumulus convection beyond the eye-wall radius.

Fig. 8 is

a plan view which more explicitly shows the typical regions around the
hurricane cirrus shield in the clear moat area where the proposed carbon
black seeding would be accomplished.
with 10-20 jumbo type cargo aircraft.

This could likely be accomplished
As the right-front quadrant of the

storm usually has the largest inflow, it might be more desirable to concentrate the seeding in the right semi-circle.

If not, the seeding can

be spread around the entire cluster.
The carbon dust must be placed sufficiently upstream in the moat
region such that it does not advect so far underneath the cirrus shield
that the solar absorption is lost befo'Ee its 10 hour heating can be accomplished.

In some intense hurricane cases where the moat region is

very large it may be desirable to place the carbon dust 36 hours travel
away from the cirrus shield and obtain two days of solar heating.
Therefore,

the extra solar heating at outer radii is-expected to lead

to an increase not only of outer radii thermal buoyancy but also of buoyancy due to extra water vapor content from enhanced evaporation.

Even

though the extra evaporation influences may not be felt at the place of
carbon seeding, they are expected to take place in the air before it reaches
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C

PROPOSED CARBON BLACK
SEEDING AREAS
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1-.---500
Fig.

8.
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Km

Long hatched areas. show where the hurricane boundary layer
seeding of carbon black dust should be accomplished in the
clear area moat region 8-10 hours upwind from the hurricane
cirrus shield.

the eye-wall radius

18-36 hours later.

Fig. 9 more explicitly

enhancement of buoyancy from extra heating
more artificially

and evaporation will

induced cumulus convection at radii

cloud and to probable lessening

shows how
lead to

beyond the eye-wall

of the inflow to the inner storm region.

This should weaken the inner core region of tnaXimum
circulation.
c.

Cumulonimbusenhancement over selected
precipitation
It

is hypothesized

that

a significant

land regions in need of

location

change and/or en-

hancement of cumulonimbusconvection may be possible
the potential

for cumulus convection is a1.ready high.

over land areas where
This is an es-
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CONVECTION

REACHED
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INFLOW

ENTRAINMENT
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Fig. 9.

fie

OF
AIR

EXTRA
EXTRA

MIXING

a

EVAPORATION

CARBON
SEEDING

Idealized view of how an increase of low level temperaturemoisture through carbon dust interception of solar radiation
would lead to extra hurricane enhancement of deep cumulus
convection at outer radii, and tend to cause less low level
mass penetration of the eye-wall cloud region.

pecially likely situation if the land areas have a high amount of evapotranspiration.

If the land areas are moist or have dense vegetation,

much of the incoming radiation goes to evaporation or storage and the
diurnal warming curves are damped.

In these situations the carbon dust

could be used to more rapidly warm up the boundary layer and to dictate
where the initial daytime convection should occur.

An area concentration

of the morning and early afternoon solar heating would likely produce
extra Cb convection and precipitation

if the potential for cumulus con-

vection is already high.
Over land the carbon dust might also be used in selective situations
as an elevated heat source (if dispensed from aircraft) and could act as
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a stimulant to earlier and more concentrated cumulus convection.

Es-

pecially favorable situations would be areas where large-scale low level
convergence is present, such as around low pressure sys tems and along
fronts.

Here daytime cumulus convection would be expected to break out in

the selectively seeded areas where the earliest atmospheric warming
occurs.
Carbon dust heating might thus be used to dictate where the earliest
thermal destabilization

and cumulus convection take place.

stable conditions act to inhibit convection.

Early morning

Any large-scale upward

forced circulation would likely relieve itself in the areas which first
become thermally WlStable.
d.

Alteration of extra-tropical

cyclones

A significant economic gain might result if weak extra-tropical
storm systems could be intensified in dry regions such as the western

u.s.

This would likely result in extra precipitation.
When cyclones are intense, move slowly, or are stationary, flooding
conditions, heavy snow, and high sea conditions can produce considerable
economic loss.
the

u.s.

This is especially true in the heavily populated areas along

East Coast and in Western Europe.

In this second type of situation

economic benefit might result in some cases if the intense cyclones could
be artificially weakened.

If carbon dus t solar heating is employed on a

large enough scale,it might be possible for man to produce a modest but
significant intensity reduction of extra-tropical

cyclones.

Modest cyclone intensification might be accomplished by warming up
selective areas at low levels to the east of the extra-tropical cyclone
and stimulating extra cumulus convection just east of the storm center.
This is likely to produce extra precipitation.

If cyclone weakening

were desired, then solar energy input to the cold center of the extra-tropical
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cyclone at middle or upper tropospheric levels would likely act to produce a modest but significant vortex weakening.
e.

Fog dissipation
Calculations of the radiative absorptivity of carbon and of the amount

of solar radiation available inside fog clouds indicate that carbon particles
can absorb enough extra radiation to speed-up the dissipation of fog.
It is proposed that carbon dust be generated and dispersed directly into
the fog from aircraft or ground sources (ii the fog is not too thick).
It is hypothesized that this would significantly accelerate the radiational
burn-off of the fog.

The logistical and economic requirements of this are

not large.
f.

Accelerating snowmelt in agricultural regions
There are several large, relatively flat agricultural areas in the

world where a snow cover persisting late into the spring can cause a
costly reduction in the length of the growing season.

The Great Plains

of the U. S. and the Russian wheat belt are good examples.

When these areas

are snow covered,they typically have surface albedos of from 40%-90%
depending upon the age and condition of the snow and have relatively strong
inversions just above the boundary layer.

Large amounts of carbon dust

particles can be dispensed from ine~ensive

ground generators into the

boundary layer.

By warming the boundary layer air under proper conditions

it should be possible to accelerate the spring melt of the snowpack, thereby increasing the growing season.

The high albedo of the snow surface

would cause a strong upward diffuse solar radiation flux and thus increase
the efficiency of the carbon absorption.
both the upward and downward fluxes.

Absorption would take place from

In addition, the carbon particles

should have a relatively long boundary layer residence time due to the
strong inversion which should permit multiple day use of the carbon.

V.

COMPARISON OF THIS HYPOTHESIS WITH PREVIOUS RADIATION ALTERATION
MODIFICATION PROGRAMS
To date, research on the subject of solar weather modification has

been centered on fog and natural cloud dissipation and on developing and
enhancing individual cumulus.

Downie (1960), Fenn and Oser (1962) and

Van Straten et al. (1958) have previously discussed the use of carbon
dust in this way.

The application of these approaches has been limited bv

the large amounts of heat required to evaporate meaningful amounts of
moisture (i.e. 600 cal/gm) and by the small amounts of carbon used.
The Naval Research Laboratory seeded 8 cumulus clouds with 1-3 Kg
of carbon black in July, 1958 (Van Straten et al. 1958).

All of the clouds

dissipated to some extent, but observation and instrumentation
were insufficient to establish a definite causal relationship.

capabilities
In addi-

tion, clear air at the approximate level of existing cumulus cloud bases
was seeded on 5 runs during the same series of tests.

Small clouds were

observed to form in all cases.

Once again it was impossible to establish

definite causal relationships.

The overall feeling of the test group was

that the carbon black did seem to help dissipate existing clouds and form
small ones in clear air, but the natural variability of cumulus clouds and
the inadequacy of monitoring techniques prohibited any conclusive results.
Laboratory tests by the Naval Research Laboratory in 1958 showed
that carbon black did increase dissipation rates of artificially created
fogs in cloud chambers which were subjected to heat lamps.

However,

neither the dissipation mechanism nor the radiative properties of carbon
black were quantitatively well established.
The Geophysics Research Directorate made 18 runs seeding small clouds
and clear air in October, 1958-April, 1959 (Downie, 1960).
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Carbon amounts
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from 1-3 Kg per mission were used.

Observed results were less successful than

those observed earlier by the Naval Research Laboratory.
pated, but others did not.

A few clouds dissi-

Clear air seeding produced no obvious results

although a few small clouds occasionally formed in the test areas.

The

test personnel concluded that no definite effects of carbon black on
clouds could be substantiated through their test results.
In general, these early experiments with carbon black suffered from
four major shortcomings:
1) The existing knowledge of the radiative properties of carbon black
was entirely inadequate to provide realistic estimates of the
energy processes occurring in the atmosphere.
2) The amounts of carbon used were much too small.

Small scale

diffusion effects could easily dissipate the heat absorbed and
overpower the effects of the heat accumulation.
3) Severe logistical and clumping problems associated with the
handling and dispersal of the carbon particles were encountered.
4) Adequate observation and instrumentation capabilities to enable
conclusive analysis of field test results were not available.
The previous research by C. Downie and B. Silverman * (U.S. Air Force
Cambridge Research Lab.), F. Van Straten * , R. Ruskin * (U.S. Navy Research
Lab.) and T. Smith * (Private Industry), etc., in general, proved not to be
promising.

The amounts of carbon used (5-20 Kg) were not consistent with

the purposes.

Dispersing and clumping problems were encountered.

Pre-

vious work in the late 1950's and early 1960's was conducted on a scale
(generating or intensifying individual cumulus) and with a technology
(dispersing already manufactured carbon) which is entirely different
than the one proposed in these papers.

*Personal

communication.
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By contrast, this research is concerned with the feasibility of
carbon particle modification on the meso-scale
using amounts of 1-2 million Kg.

(~ 100-200 km on a side)

We are planning to direcf;:lymanufacture

the carbon dust on aircraft or from carbon particle generating sources on
ships or at surface sites.

By direct manufacture of the carbon black

dust from field sources, one avoids the clumping, packing, and logistical problems involved with obtaining the carbon particles from the
factory.

Previous experimenters did not consider the possibility of

manufacturing

the carbon dust directly at the experimental location from

aircraft or at surface dispersion sites.

The carbon particles are thus

dispersed directly from the carbon generating burners which convert liquid
hydrocarbon fuel to carbon and carbon dioxide.

This greatly reduces log-

istical requirements and assures that the right sized particles will disperse without clumping and other difficulties.
The authors propose to overcome most of the previous experimental
shortcomings by expanding the field tests to utilize many thousands of
pounds of carbon dust, by manufacturing

the carbon particles directly on

the delivery vehicle, and by more careful study and monitoring of the
heating and meteorological
a.

effects.

Coating surfaces with black material
The ESSO Oil Company of New Jersey (Black and Tarmy, 1963a, Black,

1963b) has explored the possibility of boundary layer heat augmentation
from coating land surfaces with black-top
been very encouraging.
basic drawbacks:

(tar).

These results have not

The black-top program has suffered from three
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1) The surface

air blows over the few miles of black tar

only a few minutes.

Only a relatively

made per unit mass of air.
has the carbon particles

field

in

small heat input can be

The carbon dust scheme, in contrast,
moving with the air mass.

The energy

input over a number of hours can be very large.
2) The land surface would naturally
to an appreciable

warmup and heat the air

extent without the black tar.

heating

is only the difference

between its

surface

land heating which would normally occur.

when applied over the ocean, nearly all

above

The black top

heating

and the natural
In contrast,

of the solar

absorption

by the carbon dust is extra energy gain.
3) The envisaged area coverages of the black top of
too small to have a significant

influence.

'\t

2
100 km are

By comparison the

authors are proposing the carbon dust heating of area amounts
equal to 10,000

to 100,000

2
km •

Attempts at melting snow fields
in general,

proven unfeasible.

or helicopter
sweep it
particles
ratio

requires

away.

that

This requires

by coating them with carbon dust have,

Dispensing the carbon dust from aircraft

the carbon sink to the ground before the winds
carbon particles

of 100-1000].1 radius.

are too large to have an economically feasible

except in very highly restricted
It may thus be concluded that

programs in radiation

alteration

These

area to mass

conditions.

the previous weather modification

were, in general,

scale and did not have the best physical

field

on much too small a

justification.

VI • COMPARISON OF CARBON DUST RADIATION ABSORPTION WITH OTHER AEROSOL
ABSORPTION
Many researchers have estimated that atmospheric aerosols absorb
significant amounts of incoming solar radiation.

The question then arises

whether analogies exist between the radiative effects of existing
atmospheric aerosols, either natural or man made, and the here proposed
carbon dust cloud for weather modification.
The two primary radiative differences between the proposed carbon
dust cloud and the existing natural and man made atmospheric aerosols are:
1) differences in the absorption and scattering properties of the
aerosols and
2) differences in the spacial distribution and amount of the particles.
Carbon dust particles of sub-micron size are highly efficient absorbers
of solar radiation and exhibit very low levels of backscatter.

In contrast,

typically 33%-100% of the solar radiation extinction due to most atmospheric aerosol samples is reflected.
of the earth/atmosphere

This normally results in a cooling

system by most atmospheric aerosols as well as an

increased atmospheric stability (due to reabsorption of reflected light
above the aerosol and lower solar incidence below) above that of a carbon
dust cloud in which only 1-10% of the extinction is due to backscatter.
Since the albedo of a carbon dust cloud is only about 1-2% (Frank and
Corrin, Paper IV), the carbon cloud virtually always results in a net
warming of the earth/atmosphere

system.

There is no significant warming

above the cloud due to reabsorption of reflected solar radiation, and
solar incidence below the cloud is reduced primarily by the amount of absorption in the cloud.

It is concluded that a seeded carbon dust cloud

is likely to have a significantly

smaller radiative effect on the atmo28
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sphere above and below the seeded area than would any naturally
atmospheric aerosol.
column containing
the direct

Any stably

of the seeded volume by absorption

The proposed spacial

distributions

dispersed,

with relatively
gradients

distinct

of solar

cloud, and' it

boundaries.

inversion,

of heating in at least
destabilize

horizontal

heating gradients

resulting

most applications
boundary layer,

in a distinct

stages.

and the carbon

which should result

In addition,

in the planetary

the initial

area

This produces strong horizontal

dynamic responses.

beneath a low level

are

A carbon cloud,

absorption between the surrounding air

a carbon dust cloud dispersed

of

radiation.

of carbon dust particles

would be confined to a finite

is the resulting

the anticipated

vertical

in
prefer

perhaps
gradient

This heating would tend to

the atmospheric £Olumn.

Although aerosols
atmospheric radiation

in general play a significant
budget, situations

characteristics

here since their
similar

aerosol-concentration

or man made

concentrations

occurrences exhibit

to the carbon dust cloud.

spacial

and possible

influences

are of
distribution

A number of such high

episodes have been studied with respect

characteristics

of the better

role in the global

in which natural

occur in unUsually large and localized

primary interest

radiative

of solar

from those of most normal atmospheric aerosols.

when initially

aerosols

induced changes of an atmospheric

a carbon dust cloud will be predominantly a result

heating

different

occuring

to their

on the weather.

A few

knownones are comparedwith the proposed carbon modifica-

tion hypothesis below:
1) Desert Dust - Large concentrations
atmosphere downwindof deserts

of dust frequently

after

large windstorms.

occur in the
Perhaps

the best knownof these are the Sahara Desert dust clouds which
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often movew~tward over the Atlantic

Ocean.

these dust clouds have been estimated

to absorb as much as 50-60

cal/cm

2

per day of solar

radiation,

1973), about 1/2 of the daily
of 10%horizontal
of this

absorption

area coverage.

(Prospero and Carlson,

heats

the air

layer

and typically

stabilize

at elevations

solar

of a carbon dust cloud

Therefore,

significantly

the dust cloud

above the boundary

above a strong inversion.

This would tend to

the atmosphere and suppress convection.

In addition,

concentrated

absorption

in local

by natural

A carbon dust

in the boundary layer below the

and would tend to destabilize

convection.

strongly

Prospero and Hanson,

is found in the 600 mb-850 mb

1972).

cloud, however, would be dispersed
inversion

of

However, the great majority

dust (and hence absorption)

layer

ulate

(Carlson,

The severest

the atmosphere and stim-

the Sahara dust typically
areas.

is not

Thus, we do not feel

atmospheric dust is similar

that

to that

of

the proposed carbon dust.
2) The modification

of weather downwindfrom large

weather modification

is generally

heat plume of the city
nuclei

concentrations

However, aerosol
air

itself

attributed

urban areas - Urban

to a combination of the

and to changes in condensation and ice

in the atmosphere (Semonin and Changnon, 1974).

absorption

downwindfrom industrial

of solar

radiation

in the heavily

urban areas is also a possible

tributing

mechanism to the urban induced modification.

teresting

to compare the likely

with the proposed solar
dust particles.

extra urban aerosol

It

solar

polluted

conis in-

heating

heating which can be obtained from carbon
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Aerosols over the most polluted urban centers are relatively
poor absorbers of solar radiation.
some significant
the approximate

The atmospheric

aerosols with

effect upon solar radiation attenuation

are in

size range of .01 ~ r ~ l~ and absorb and scatter

according to MIE theory.

Particles

smaller than r

f\"

0.01~ are

generally very poor absorbers of solar radiation while particles
much larger than about r

f\"

1.0~ do not have enough total surface

area to absorb much solar radiation due to their low number concentrations.
The imaginary part of the complex index of refraction
for natural aerosols which determines
measured

their absorptivity

(n )
2

has been

to be about n2 ~ 0.01 although Eiden (1966) has measured

tentative values as high as nZ
urban air.

=

0.1 for very heavily polluted

These values are much less than the •28 ~ n2 ~ 2.30

values exhibited by carbon over the solar spectrum.

Although

the exact dependence of aerosol absorption upon the imaginary
part of the complex index of refraction is very difficult to
precisely specify, computations

of particle absorptivities

by

Plass (1965) and others show that carbon particles should absorb from 5 to 100 times more solar radiation per particle than
would most atmospheric
(.Ol~ ~ r ~ 1.0~).

aerosols in the most effective size range

The proposed carbon dust configurations

hibit much higher particle concentrations

ex-

in the highly absorbent

O.Olv - 1.Ov size range than do most natural and man produced
aerosols.

However, during extreme urban air pollution episodes

the particulate

concentrations

in this size range can equal or
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occasionally
tions

slightly

exceed the proposed carbon dust concentra-

(Whitby, Husar, and IA:u, 1971).
Because of low particle

absorptivity,

urban aerosols

can be

expected to absorb no more than about 5%-20% as much solar
tion as a carbon dust cloud of 10% area coverage.
urban aerosol backscatters

a significant

This reduces surface heating.
of this

magnitude usually

Such an

amount of solar

In addition,

aerosol

is less

Finally,

favorable

the location

concentrations

the oceanic boundary layer

site

(over land)

heating gradients

radiation

absorbed and the unfavorable

atmospheric and geographic environment in which it
make it highly unlikely

mospheric response will

occur.

does not provide ~ ~

useful

reports

suppression

that

a significant

Therefore,

typically
mesoscale at-

the urban aerosol

analogy to ~ carbon dust cloud.

from vegetation

fires

- From time to time

have been made of apparent suppression of rainfall

wind from areas where a large amount of agricultural
A typical

down-

burning occurs.

and well documented case is the decrease in precipita-

tion downwindfrom sugar cane fires
cane production
thought to result
nuclei

exhibit

to a carbon dust cloud, the much

smaller amounts of solar

3) Rainfall

than

proposed for carbon dust seeding.

It may thus be concluded that while an urban aerosol will

exists

conditions

subsidence in-

of the urban aerosol

for producing horizontal

some radiatilefsimilarities

radiation.

occur only during meteorological

highly unfavorable to developing convection (e.g.
version) •

radia-

which occurs with increasing

(Warner, 1968) in Australia.
from increased

from the cane fire

concentrations

smoke rather

However, this

is

of condensation

than from radiative
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effects.

This smoke is believed

to produce more and smaller

cloud drops (Warner and Twomey, 1967).
and fewer drops.

Precipitation

Rainfall requires larger

is thus inhibited.

The carbon

cloud would not act in this manner since the only particles produced in significant

quantities

during the controlled

eration process are the carbon black particles
Carbon black is highly hydrophobic
ive condensation

nucleus

carbon gen-

themselves.

and will not act as an effec-

(Frank and Corrin, Paper IV).

Hence,

carbon seeding should not have any effect on concentrations
condensation
processes
a.

of

or ice nuclei and should not affect cloud physics

in this regard.

Summary
Although

centrations

it is tempting to compare localized natural aerosol con-

to the proposed carbon dust clouds, none of the normally

occurring atmospheric

aerosols surveyed here have radiative characteristics

or spacial distributions
allow any meaningful

similar enough to the carbon dust clouds to

analogies

exhibit the strong absorptivity
clouds with relatively
Therefore,

to be drawn.

Few normally occurring aerosols

of carbon or exist in locally concentrated

sharp boundaries

such as a carbon dust cloud.

it is doubtful that any such aerosols result in an atmospheric

response similar to the response which a carbon dus t cloud would be expected to produce.

VII.

Manypreviously

unexplored avenues of beneficial

energy may be available
potential

SYNOPSI
S

to man.

It

is time for man to explore

meso-scale weather modification.

are very different
concentrate

than most current

on alteration

technological,

ecological

which are likely

The discussions

weather modification

of individual

The following four papers will

utilization

of solar
these areas of

of these papers
schemes which

cumulus elements.

discuss

and meteorological

many of the radiational,
requirements

to be encountered when man attempts

and problems

the above types

of modification.
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Weather Modification by Carbon Dust Absorption of Solar Energy
Paper II: Radiation Characteristics

William M. Frank

ABSTRACT
This paper evaluates the radiational properties of clouds consisting
of carbon black particles in aerosol form spread artificially in the
atmosphere to absorb solar radiation and hence to create an atmospheric
heat source for possible large-scale weather modification.
Properties
of carbon black are discussed.
A method for estimating absorption of
solar radiation by clouds developed by Korb and Moller (1962) is applied
to study solar absorption and scattering of carbon black dust clouds.
The very high energy gain to weight and cost is discussed.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the potential use of carbon black as
a clear air heat source by spreading particles over a large area in order
to trigger beneficial mesoscale or synoptic scale flow changes.

The

radiation properties of carbon clouds of large horizontal extent compared to their vertical depth are studied incorporating the effects of
water vapor and planetary surface albedo.
tained for several cloud models.
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Quantitative results are ob-

II.
a.

RADIATIVE PROPERTIES OF CARBON BLACK DUST IN THE ATMOSPHERE

Carbon black
Carbon black dust consists of fine spherical particles composed of

95-99% pure carbon, the remainder being made up of volatile materials.
3

The density of the carbon particles is about 2.0 g/cm.

The high

radiative absorptivity and low heat capacity (about .125 cal/gOC) of
carbon black make it an ideal agent for interception of solar radiation
and transfer of this heat to the surroundings by conduction.

These

properties are discussed in more detail later.

b.

Radiation characteristics of carbon black
The complex index of refraction of carbon particles computed by

Krascella (1965) is shown as a function of wavelength in Fig. 1.

The

absorption (oA)' scattering (OS) and extinction (OE) cross sections of
spherical carbon particles computed by MIE scattering theory are shown
as functions of the size parameter a

=

2~r in Fig. 2.

These coefficients

are defined as the ratios between the equivalent areas with which particles
absorb, scatter, and extinct light and the actual geometric cross section.
They are functions of the refractive index of carbon, particle size and
the wave length of the affected light.

The coefficients are related as

shown in equation (1).
0A + Os

=

extinction cross section

The values shown in Fig. 2 (Krascella, 1965) are in close agreement
with experimental and theoretical estimates of the tinting strength of
carbon black particles made by various carbon black companies.
Marteney (1965), in a companion study to that of Krascella, obtained
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Extinction (aE), absorption (aA' and scattering (as) cross
sections of spherical carbon particles as functions of size
parameter (a.).
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experimental absorptivities of carbon particles dispersed in air which
are in close agreement with Krasce11a's theoretical values.

Fenn

(1962, 1965) estimated somewhat higher values of these parameters.
Carbon black particles, when formed, are virtually all spherical and of
relatively uniform size and composition.

Since the particles will be

dispersed into the air immediately after formation, the relevance of the
MIE scattering theory to light extinction by carbon particles seems to
be reasonable.
c.

Characteristics of the carbon cloud
For this study each carbon dust cloud was assumed to be composed of

uniform carbon particles.

The clouds are of large horizontal extent compared

to their thickness, and each cloud or cloud layer was assumed to be homogeneous.

Water vapor contents of the clouds were assigned according to

standard atmospheric concentrations depending upon cloud height.

All water

vapor was assumed to be uncondensed.
The above assumptions were made for convenience of computation.
Real situation variations from these assumed values are not felt to be
large enough to appreciably alter the results to be shown.

Any of the

assumptions can be varied to meet individual case refinement as desired.

d.

Determination of Optimum Particle Size
For economic reasons it is desirable to maximize the amount of radiation

absorbed by the carbon particles per unit mass.
particle size must be determined.

To do this the optimum

Since the cloud is of relatively large

horizontal extent compa~ed to its height, much of the forward scattered
incident radiation will be absorbed due to increased optical path length.
Hence, we wish to maximize the extinction coefficient of the cloud per
unit mass, rather than the absorption coefficient.
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The extinction coefficient of a cloud is given by:

=

where

2

N.1Tr

•

(J

(2)

E

3

number of particles per cm

r

=
=

cr

=

extinction cross section (a function of a
determined from MIE scattering theory).

N

E

radius of particles

=

Let the volume of a single carbon particle
Let the total mass of carbon particles
where

=

=:

VP

Mc

=

=

17'

27Tr
--A- as

r~

VT P c

3

Pc = density of carbon black (-2gm/cm )

VT = total volume of particles
Mc

=

N

Then
KE =

(3)

Pc

3

Mc

1

4'

Pc

r

The size parameter

(a

length of radiation.

Hence

(J

) is defined:

r

=

(4)

E •

and

where

X.

is the wave-

(5)

(6)

For a given mass of carbon per unit volume:
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2p

c

=

c

constant.

A

Hence:
K

= CJE

E

CJE .
-- 1S

a

plotted

in Fig.

3.
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The maximumvalue of
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E
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Although sunlight has an intensity peak at A

=

.5~, to maximize

the extinction across the entire solar spectrum we shall use the median

A

value of solar wave length which is approximately:

~ .72~. This gives

an optimum radius of:
ClA

r =-

2'IT

r

=

(0.7)

(A)

(8)

21f

.08 micron (~).

For simplicity we shall assume particles of r = .l~ for the remainder of
O"E
this study. Note from the gradual slope of the - curve in Fig. 3 that
a-

light extinction per unit mass of carbon is not highly sensitive to particle
size changes.
e.

Size quality control should not be a crucial problem.

Division of the solar spectrum
To ave~age the general transmission functinn, the solar spectrum must

be divided into finite bands, and average values of the extinction coefficient
and optical depth must be determined for each band.
rather smoothly with changing wave length.

These parameters vary

However, water vapor absorption

is quite irregular with respect to wave length.

It is therefore desirable

to choose bands such that each of the absorption bands of water vapor will
coincide with one of the defined spectral bands.

In the spectral bands

with no water vapor absorption, water vapor absorption will be zero,
and in the bands which coincide with water vapor bands, average values
may be determined.

(The solar constant value used is 1.95 1y/min.).

The spectral divisions used, the water vapor absorption bands, and the
solar irradiance (radiant flux incident on a unit area) of each band
at the top of the atmosphere are shown in Table 1.

Also shown are the

values of the absorption (oa)' scattering (as), and extinction (O"E) cross
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TABLE 1
DIVISION OF SOLAR SPECTRUM

Region

Wavelength
Water
Band (tlA)
Vapor
(n:1icrons) Band

lncidient
Solar Energy
ca1
cro2min

Abs.
°A

Scatt.

aS

°E

Absorption
Quantity
KA

Ext.

1

.28 - .42

.220

l.ot•

•93

1.97

.53

2

.42 - .50

.232

1.07

.80

1.87

.57

3

.50 - .60

.270

1..07

.56

1.65

.65

4

.60 - .70

.228

1.07

.48

1.55

.69

5

.70 - .74

.077

. 1.07

.37

1.44

.74

6

.74 - .79

.089

1.04

.35

1.39

.75

7

.79 - .84

.075

1.01

.32

1.33

.76

8

.84 - .86

.030

1.00

.28

1.28

.78

9

.86 - .98

.72).1

.8).1

.94).1

.143

.99

.24

1.23

.81

.069

.91

.16

1.~O7

.85

10

.98 - 1.05

11

1.05 - 1. 22

1.13).1

.138

.85

.11

.96

.89

12

1.22 - 1.61

1.40).1

.181

.69

.06

.:15

.92

13

1.61 - 2.10

1.87).1

.099

.47

.04

.51

.93

14

2.10 - 2.20

.013

.40

.02

.42

.95

15

2.20 - 3.00

2.71-1

.052

.29

0

.29

1.00

16

3.00 - 3.80

3.21-1

.020

.19

0

.19

1.00

17

3.80 - 4.50

.008

.13

0

.13

1.00

18

4.50 - 10.00

0

.05

1.00

.37

1.44

6. 31-1
.

Total:
.Median:

.012

~

1.95

1.07
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sections and the absorption quantity (K ).
A

Absorption quantity is de-

fined as the ratio of the absorbed light to absorbed plus scattered light
as shown in equation (9).

pWKw
+ Pw~

absorption coefficient +
extinction coefficient

(9)

where
p

W

-

~ =

f.

water vapor density
absorption coefficient of water vapor.

Method for solving the equation of radiative transfer through a cloud
A method developed by Korb and Moller (1962) was used to solve the

general equation of radiative transfer through a cloud (as developed by
Chandrasekhar, 1960).

The radiation field was broken up into 2 + 2TI

fluxes; one directed upward, one downward, and 2TI fluxes in the horizontal
plane.

This breaks the general transfer equation down into a series of

linear differential equations which give absorption, transmission, and
reflection of radiation as percentages of total incident radiation.

These

equations are shown in appendix I for the cases where surface albedo is
zero and where surface albedo is non zero.
The absorption, reflection, and transmission were determined for
each given zenith angle and optical depth for a narrow spectral band,
and the results were summed for all spectral bands to give total values
for given zenith angle and optical depth.
800 at 100 intervals were chosen.

Nine zenith angles from 0

F or s~mp
'1' ~c~'ty, ca lIt'
cu a ~ons

0f

o

to

da~'Iy

absorption assumed a 12 hour day with the sun directly overhead at noon.
The total absorption and transmission per day for each optical depth was
obtained by time averaging the values over the 10 hour 40 minute period
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with zenith angles less than 800 in computation
angle change

(40 minutes).

also included

steps of 100 zenith

Water vapor absorption

within

the cloud was

in the computations.

The above radiation
and also for various

model was run assuming

albedos by introducing

no surface

reflection

an upward diffuse

field using mean values

of the scattering

of the upward scattered

field varied with albedo and the amount of light

initially

transmitted

through

Solar irradiances
culations

components.

at the top of each cloud were reduced

scattering

above the cloud top.

Molecular

Absorption

oxygen

(C02) is insignificant

(02) and carbon dioxide

tropospheric

aerosols were not considered
studied,

volume

then calculated.

It was assumed

test cloud would

absorb

Since the evaluation
this study,

at the same altitude

radiation

for the purposes
Effects

of

of natural

the total absorption

of solar

The absorption

of

due to water vapor alone was

at the rate of the carbon-free

the

air.

of the carbon was the difference

absorbed

that would be absorbed without

the carbon cloud.

of a carbon-only

It was expected

of the absorption

was very small.

that

absorb less than the sum of

cloud and water-vapor-only

at longer wavelengths.

between

by the carbon cloud and the radiation

the carbon and water vapor cloud would

loss in efficiency

by molecular

of carbon black as a heat source was the object of

the total solar radiation

due to the redundancy

within

that water vapor in the air around

the net effectiveness

the absorptions

scattering

in these calculations.

by carbon and water vapor was calculated.

the equivalent

substances

and scattering

and was not taken into account.

For each cloud configuration
radiation

using cal-

(1966) to account for ozone (03) absorption

the cloud was not considered.

these calculations

Intensity

the cloud.

by Dave and Furukawa

and molecular

function

radiation

characteristics

This proved

cloud

of the two

to be the case, but the
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III.

a.

RESULTS

Absorption in the tropical atmosphere
It is felt that the tropical atmosphere presents the best opportunities

for beneficial large scale weather modification.

Particular interest is

centered on carbon black dust seeding into the tropical boundary layer
(1013 mb - 950 mb).

Absorptions were first computed for clouds containing

4.0 em and 5.0 cm of precipitable water vapor - (ppw) - but no carbon to
simulate clear air absorption in the tropical atmosphere.

These are the

amounts of water vapor found above 950 mb and 1013 mb respectively in a
mean tropical cloud cluster.

The amounts of solar radiation absorbed per

day in clear tropical conditions are shown in Table 2.

It is noteworthy

that the 5.0 cm ppw atmosphere absorbs only about 5% more radiation per
day than does the 4.0 cm ppw atmosphere.

This indicates that 95% of

the solar radiation absorbed daily by the 5.0 cm ppw atmosphere is absorbed
by the portion of that atmosphere containing the uppermost 4.0 cm.

Since

so little solar radiation (about 9 1y/day) is absorbed by the lowest 1 cm
of ppwt no significant redundancy in absorption by water vapor and carbon
would occur in a carbon dust cloud dispersed between 1013 mb and 950 mb
in the tropics.

Thereforet

such a carbon dust cloud can be treated as a

dry cloud to a reasonably high degree of accuracy.
Calculations of absorption by a dry carbon cloud in the tropical
boundary layer (1013-950 mb) were made using reduced values of solar energy
incident at the 950 mb level to approximate the effects of water vapor,
ozonet

and molecular scattering.

A surface albedo of 10% was assumed.

Re-

sults are shown in Table 3,and net absorption as a function of carbon
concentration is shown in Fig. 4.

An increasing loss of efficiency of ab-

sorption per unit mass occurs at increasing densities as progressively less
solar radiation penetrates to the lower levels of carbont especially at
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high zenith angles.

Therefore, from an economic point of view it is

desirable to cover large areas with low concentrations if the magnitude of
heat gain to carbon dust expended is to be maximized.

A carbon particle

concentration of 10,000 particles/cm3 represents 18% horizontal area coverage
for this cloud model.

This would require only 45 kg of carbon black dust

per square kilometer of horizontal cloud area.
b.

Absorption by carbon dust in the mid-latitude

standard atmosphere

Computations of daily absorption were made for a cloud extending from
sea level to 11 km containing 2.8 cm ppw, the approximate mid-latitude
standard atmospheric water. vapor content, and carbon particle concentrations from zero to 2000 particles/cm3•

It was assumed that such a

TABLE 2
SHORT WAVE ABSORPTION BY CLEAN AIR TROPICAL
ATMOSPHERE

cm precipitable water
Absorption:
(ly/day)

4.00

5.03

153

162

TABLE 3
SHORT WAVE ABSORPTION BY CARBON DUST CLOUDS OF
VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS IN THE TROPICAL BOUNDARY
LAYER (1013-950 mb)

Percent Area
Coverage:
Concentration
(Partic1es/cm3):
Net Absorption:
by Carbon (ly/day)

70%

°

9%

18%

26%

35%

53%

°

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

0

98

177

243

298

384

448
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NET ABSORPTION BY DRY CARBON CLOUD
TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE
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Fig. 4.

Net absorption of solar radiation by a dry carbon cloud in the
tropical boundary layer.

cloud model might be used to intensify existing broadscale circulations.
Total absorptions and net usable absorptions (total absorption minus
natural clear air water vapor absorption) per day are shown in Table 4.
These absorptions are plotted as functions of cloud density in Fig. 5.
Absorption in langleys per minute rates are plotted as a function of
zenith angle for each particle concentration in Fig. 6.

This shows the

relative effects of decreasing incident solar radiation and increasing
optical path length with zenith angle change.

It can readily be seen that

when dealing with large concentrations of carbon dust, efficiency is
considerably lower at zenith angles greater than 60°, which comprises
roughly a third of the 12 hour day.

Operations requiring large concentrations

of carbon black for intense local heating would be most economical during
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TABLE 4

ABSORPTION

BY CARBON DUST CLOUD

Cloud Depth 0-11 km
Area Coverage
Particles/cm3

0%
0

9%
250

18%
500

26%
750

35%
1000

53%
1500

70%
2000

Total
Absorbed
by Cloud

137 ly

240 ly

324 ly

394 ly

452 ly

543 ly

610 ly

Absorbed by
Water Vapor
in Clear Air

137 ly

137 1y

137 ly

137 1y

137 1y

137 ly

137 1y

103 ly

187 ly

257 ly

315 1y

406 1y

473 ly

25 ly

35 ly

42 ly

57 ly

67 ly

Net Usable
Absorbed

o

N

=

particles/cm3

C

=

% area coverage of Carbon

ly lost by
competing
with water
vapor

o

14 ly

(absorption by carbon cloud with no water vapor-net usable absorbed)
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ABSORPTION OF SOLAR RADIATION BY CARBON PARTICLES
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Total and net usable absorption of solar radiation by carbon
particles and water vapor.

the mid-day hours, while those requiring only moderate concentra~ions
(N < 500 particles/cm3) would be efficient throughout the entire solar
day.

c.

Influence of water vapor absorption
To obtain an estimate of the magnitude of the efficiency loss due to

the redundant absorption tendencies of carbon and water vapor at higher wave
lengths, absorption values of a 0-11 km carbon cloud were calculated assuming
water vapor content to be zero.

The results are plotted in Fig. 7 along

with the total and net usable absorption potential for the mid-latitude
model.

The absorption loss increases with particle concentration, and the

ratio of lost absorption to net usable absorption increases slightly.

The

lost absorption ranges from 0% to about 14% of net usable absorption for
the densities tested.
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Variation in absorption of solar radiation with zenith angle.
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Loss of efficiency of carbon absorption due to redundant
absorption by water vapor.

Long wave radiation loss
To develop a complete heat budget of a carbon black cloud, it is

necessary to consider the loss of absorbed radiation due to vertical long
wave radiant flux divergence.

Korb and Maller (1962) calculated values

of long wave flux divergence of various carbon clouds for a 24 hour day.
They considered CO

2

and water vapor to be selective absorbers and the carbon

particles to be gray absorbers.

Standard mid-latitude atmospheric values

of water vapor concentrations were used.

Results are shown in Table 5.

The difference between flux loss from a cloud consisting of carbon, water
vapor and CO2 and a similarly dimensional cloud consisting only of water
vapor and CO2 represents the loss of effective heating by the carbon black.
In the most extreme case, the 1-6 km cloud with a carbon concentration of
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1 x 104 particles per cm3, the effective loss is only 10.3 ly which represents only about 2% of the total solar radiation absorbed in one day by
such a cloud.

At very high altitudes (the 10-11 km cloud) there is a

slight relative gain of long wave radiation by the cloud.

Thus, long wave

flux should not have a significant effect on the net radiative energy ga~n
of carbon seeded air.

It is assumed, therefore, that virtually all radiation

absorbed by the cloud will be directly converted into heat within the absorption
layer.
This finding agrees well with the results of a thermodynamic heat
transfer analysis of the carbon particles by the author in which it was
found that about 95% of the absorbed solar energy is conducted to the
surrounding air while about 5% is emitted as long wave radiation.

Part

of the emitted radiation is reabsorbed by carbon particles and water
vapor within the carbon cloud resulting in the very low net long wave
radiative flux divergences found by Korb and MBller.
e.

Influence of surface albedo
The effects of varying surface albedo upon total daily absorption were

taken into account by applying the upward diffuse radiation field described
earlier to the mid-latitude cloud model.
tropical boundary layer cloud.

Computations were made for surface albedo

values (A ) of 0%, 10%, 20%, 30% and 50%.
s

The effects are the same for the

The net absorption values are

plotted as functions of particle concentration in Fig. 8.

The increase in

net absorption due to surface albedo is greatest between concentrations of
3

about 500 and 1500 particles/cm3 peaking at about 1000 particles/cm
area coverage).

(35%

It decreases with higher concentrations due to greater

initial interception of light and hence lower reflected values.

Even with

a 50% surface albedo increase net absorption is changed by only 15% or less.
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AREA COVERAGE

Absorption of solar radiation by carbon particles dispersed
over surfaces with various albedos.

Therefore, although the effects of surface albedo upon absorption are not
negligible, they are low enough to be safely neglected in many situations
without greatly affecting results.

f.

Absorption distribution in the vertical
For application of this study to actual operations, it is necessary

to know how the absorbed radiation is distributed vertically through the
cloud.

To obtain an approximation of this a 4 km thick cloud was divided

into four directly adjacent 1 km thick layer clouds.

For each carbon

particle concentration, absorption in each cloud layer was computed, the
top layer first, the top plus the second layer next, and so forth.

By

simple subtraction the amount of solar radiation absorbed in each layer
was determined for this homogeneous cloud model.

This cloud was located
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between 200 mb and 100 mh.

For simplicity and with previous demonstration of

its small effect, water vapor absorption was neglected.
also neglected.

Surface albedo was

In this calculation the upward diffuse radiation field

would have been reduced below values in the previous cloud model due to
water vapor absorption of both the downward transmitted and the upward
reflected radiation.
6.

Amounts absorbed in each layer are shown in Table

Total absorption is greatest in the upper layer and decreases in each

succeeding layer as the amount of light incident at the top of each layer
becomes less.

As particle concentrations increase, the percentage of ab-

sorbed light which is absorbed in the upper layer increases sharply.

There-

fore, if vertically homogeneous heating is required, the particles must
be distributed with lowest concentrations at the top increasing to the
heaviest concentrations at the bottom of the cloud.

TABLE 6
ABSORPTION (ly/cm
C(%)
Cloud Levels N(Part)
cm3

TOTAL

1,

10hr4Omin) IN EACH CLOUD LAYER
50%

126%

252%

4000

10,000

20,000

l.

171

349

528

2.

126

179

168

3.

96

164

69

4.

75

64

34

468

696

799

(100-200 mb)

g.

Particle size distribution in the vertical
It was felt that due to relatively high extinction of light in the

shorter wavelengths, the light incident upon lower layers of a carbon cloud
would exhibit longer median wavelengths than would light incident upon
upper layers.

A significant increase in median wavelength would indicate

that larger particles would be required to maintain optimum absorption per
unit mass as determined from Fig. 3.

The four layer cloud model from 200 mb

to 100 mb was used to evaluate this effect.

For each of 3 different carbon

particle concentrations, light incident upon the top of each layer was
estimated by subtracting previously absorbed light from initial incident
light intensities for each spectral region.

The median wavelength of light

incident upon each layer was calcualted.
Computations were made for carbon particle concentrations of 4,000,
10,000 and 20,000 particles/cm3•

The expected increase in wavelengths of

solar light at lower levels did occur.

In the most extreme case (N

=

20,000 particles/cm3) the increase in wavelength of incident light from the
highest to the lowest of the 4 layers was 76%, but this is a higher concentration of carbon than would probably be used in most types of applications.
For the two lower concentrations wavelengths varied only 14% (N
particles/cm3) and 39% (N

=

10,000 particles/em3).

=

4,000

In the lower parts

of the troposphere, water vapor absorption in the longer wavelengths would
reduce the amounts of the mean wavelength increases.

From Fig. 3 it was

determined that maximum absorption per unit mass would occur at a = 0.7
where a

2wr
= --A•.

A 39% increase in wavelength would require a 39%

increase in particle radius to maintain optimum absorption efficiency.
Since initial optimum particle size was approximated as about r = .l~,
the optimum particles in the bottom layer of the model cloud would be about
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r

=

.l3~ for N

3

cm.

=

4,000 particles/cm3 and r

=

.l5~ for N

=

10,000 particl~s/

Particle size variations of these magnitudes do not have a significant

effect upon total cloud absorption values.
In addition lower overall light intensities in the lower layers make
the importance of having particles of optimum size less in lower layers
than in higher layers.

Therefore, for carbon particle concentrations

likely to be used in weather modification work, uniform particle sizes
can be used without appreciable loss of absorption efficiency per unit
mass.
h.

~tm2~phericresidence

time

It is desirable to know approximately how long dispersed submicron carbon particles are likely to remain in the atmosphere.

The

author discusses the probable residence times of carbon particles dispersed in air in paper IV.

It was concluded that carbon particles

dispersed in the low or middle tropical troposphere would have mean
residence times of about 3 to 8 days.

This indicates that carbon

dispersed in an area with low ventilation (such as a closed circulation) could act as a heat source for more than one day.

However,

carbon dispersed in the tropical boundary layer would likely dissipate much faster due to the high levels of convective activity found
there.
i.

Major findings
Computations of daily absorption of solar radiation by several con-

figurations of carbon clouds were performed.

Carbon black was shown to

be a highly efficient absorber of short wave radiation.
The optimum particle size for absorption of solar radiation was
determined to be r = .08~, but this exact radius is not extremely critical.
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Absorption per unit mass of carbon decreases with increasing carbon
concentrations due to the screening out of radiation in the upper layers
of the cloud.

This effect greatly reduces absorption efficiency at carbon

horizontal area coverages greater than about 25%.
Clouds with low concentrations of carbon are relatively efficient
absorbers throughout the solar day, while high density clouds are efficient absorbers per unit mass only when the solar zenith angle is small.
Redundant absorption tendencies of carbon and water vapor cause
some loss of efficiency in carbon cloud absorption compared to absorption of the--elear surrounding air.

However, this effect is relatively

small (0 - 14% loss) in most of the cloud configurations tested.

This

efficiency loss is negligable for carbon clouds in the tropical boundary
layer.
The longwave radiation loss of a carbon cloud is not significantly
greater than the longwave radiation loss by an equivalent clear air mass.
Therefore, longwave flux divergence should not cause a heat loss by
the carbon cloud relative to the surrounding air.
Virtually 100% of the solar radiation absorbed by the carbon particles
is transmitted as heat to the surrounding air.
Increasing surface albedos can increase the absorption of carbon
clouds, but the net gain is relatively small ( a cloud over a 50% albedo
surface absorbs only 10-15% more radiation than a cloud over a 0% albedo
surface).
In a relatively dense vertically homogeneous cloud most of the
absorption occurs in the upper layers of the cloud.

To obtain uniform

vertical absorption the carbon must be distributed with concentrations
increasing towards the bottom of the cloud.
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Although the median wavelengths of radiation incident on the lowest
layers of the clouds are greater than that of incident solar radiation at
the cloud tops, the wavelength shifts are not great enough to require
the use of larger carbon particles in the lower cloud layers to maintain
maximum absorption efficiency.
Carbon particles dispersed in the troposphere should exhibit residence
times of approximately 3-8 days.

This would indicate that it may be

possible to obtain heat for more than one day in cases where the carbon
cloud is located in areas of weak ventilation.

IV.

a.

CONCLUSIONS

Carbon black as an atmospheric heat s6~rce
The characteristic of carbon black which makes it attractive as an

atmospheric heat source is the extraordinarily large amount of solar radiation
per unit mass of carbon which can be absorbed and hence transmitted to the
air.

One gram of carbon can absorb more than 40 million calories of solar

radiation in a single day.

On the other hand coal, currently the cheapest

of conventional combustible fuels, provides only about 7,000 cal per gram.
It is important to realize the amount of air temperature increase
which is possible using carbon black.

For example, in the tropical bound-

ary layer (1013 - 950 mb), 1 x 105 kg of carbon black could be dispersed
into a carbon cloud covering over 4000 square kilometers and extending
from sea level to 950 mb with a horizontal area coverage of 9%.

This cloud

could provide enough heat to increase the temperature of the air within
the seeded boundaries by about Be per 10 hours.

Table 7 shows several

cloud configurations and possible cloud heating rates which could be obtained by dispersal of 1 x 10

5

kg of carbon black.

Among energy sources normally used by man only nuclear energy compares
with carbon black as a source of energy per unit mass, and no known substance compares as a source of heat per unit cost.

A 20 Kiloton nuclear

explosion produces about the same amount of thermal energy that 1,000 kg
of carbon black produces in 10 hours.

The carbon is not consumed

during the heat generation process, and if atmospheric conditions are
chosen carefully, residence times of several days are possible with resuIting increases in efficiency.

The major expense to be expected

when attempting to utilize carbon black as an atmospheric heat source
is the cost of dispersal.

Prel iminary cost analysis indicates that
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the cost 'of air dispersal of large amounts of carbon black from aircraft would be 2-3 times the price of the carbon black itself.
the available heat per unit cost is very large.

Even so,

The amount of solar

heating per unit cost which can be realized using a carbon dust cloud
seems to be large enough to permit cost effective large scale weather
modification.
TABLE 7

TYPICAL TROPICAL BOUNDARY LAYER CARBON DUST INDUCED HEATING RATES
Total carbon mass = lxl05 kg
Cloud Height

=

0.55 km

Cloud Configuration: Circular (radius = r)

Area
720Okm 2
2
4000km
2
2000km
l500km2

%
Area
Coverage

Net Heat
Absorbed
cal
(
)
2
cm lOhrs.

5%

60

4

9%

110

8

18%

200

13

Temperature
Change
(OC/IOhrs.)

26%

270

18

1000km2

35%

325

22

680km2

53%

410

27

5l0km2

70%

470
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Weather Modification by Carbon Dust Absorption of Solar Energy
Paper III: Generation of Carbon Particle Clouds

Charles A. Stokes, Sc.D.
157 Hun Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(Consultant to Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO)

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the technology required to generate clouds
of sub-micron size carbon particles and disperse them directly into
the air from airborne, ground, or sea surface sources for use in largescale weather modification experiments. It is determined that it would
be feasible to generate such clouds using existing afterburner equipped
jet engines with relativ~ly simple modifications.
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Previous investigators

(Downie and Smith, 1958; Fenn and Oser,

1962; Fenn, 1964; Smith et al •., 1959; Van Straten et al., 1958; Wexler,
1958) have realized the enormous technical and economic potential for
the use of solar intercepting clouds in producing weather modifications.
For discussions of certain weather modification applications of a solar
energy intercepting cloud of carbon particles and a summary of some of
the important previous research in this field, the reader is referred
to the companion paper by Gray and Frank (Paper I).

To date, however,

there has been devised no practical means to create such clouds.

The

amount of energy that can be absorbed in one day by one pound of carbon
particles suitably dispersed in the atmosphere is of the order of
10

7 x 107 btu (2 x 10

calories) which is to be compared with the heat

of combustion of carbon at about 14,500 btu.

Except for atomic energy

effects there is nothing else known that can produce heat effects of
this order with the "consumption" of such a small amount of material.
(We place consumption in quotes because the carbon is not actually consumed in the heat absorbing process.)
In this project we were seeking to establish beyond any reasonable
doubt the feasibility of ground and airborne generation of clouds of
carbon particles in the fraction of a micron size range at a rate of 1050,000 pounds of carbon per hour.

Feasibility as used here means that

all process steps and types of devices are now in use separately on a
large scale so that, given adequate funds and the help of organizations
and personnel highly skilled in each of the parts of the process, the
basic engineering design of a full scale prototype unit could be started.
It should be noted that generation of carbon dust clouds from surface
sites (ground or ship based) is quite feasible using approximately the
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same equipment and technology as airborne sources.

However, since air-

borne generation would greatly increase the number of possible applications, it is very important to demonstrate the feasibility of this particular method of generation.

It will be assumed that demonstration of

the feasibility of airborne generation will be sufficient proof of the
feasibility of ground or sea surface (i.e. ship) based generation.

The

alternatives studied are listed below:
1) Redispersion of carbon made previously.
Commercial carbon black has been taken aloft in various aircraft
and has been dispersed into the air through venturi devices
utilizing air flow to produce the necessary shear of particles
for dispersion.

This method is judged impractical for the large

amount of carbon discharge required by this proj ect.

Between

200 and 1000 bags per hour of beaded carbon would have to be handIed, opened, finely ground and fed through a disperser.

While

this might be done in a large aircraft (e.g. a Boeing 747), the
cost of modifying and equipping the aircraft would be very large.
A special crew of about 5 to 10 people would be required to handle

•

the carbon in a plane.

Degree of dispersion would leave much to

be desired, and this alone could make this method impractical.
2) Carry aloft a commercial carbon black furnace.
This alternative is not only more costly but presents weight and
power problems.

These could be solved in a very large aircraft,

but the cost could be enormous.
3) Use of a ram jet engine.
This could be done except that such engines are not currently in
use.

An afterburner is in effect a ram jet added to a turbine jet
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engine.

We mention this possibility only to indicate that it has

been considered.
4) Use of afterburner type jet engines to generate carbon directly.
This alternative was considered by far the cheapest, most effective,
most convenient, and safest alternative.

It was therefore chosen

for detailed study.
As clearly revealed in published patents, (J. C. Krejci, 1958;
Burton F. Latham, Jr. and Robert G. James, 1967; Charles L. De Land,
1967; George F. Friauf and Brian Thorley, 1961a; George F. Friauf and
Brian Thorley, 1961b), the carbon generation process essentially consists
of burning a primary fuel with about 140% to !80% of theoretical air and
then injecting into the hot, turbulent combustion products of the primary
fuel a high molecular weight, liquid hydrocarbon.

A portion of the in-

jected hydrocarbon and part of the hydrogen evolved from the hydrocarbon fuel burn instantly creating a highly luminous flame which is
quenched from a theoretical flame temperature of some 3600 - 3800F to
an exit temperature of 2700 - 3000F by the endothermic decomposition
of that part of the hydrocarbon which is not burned.

The decomposition

products rapidly condense or polymerize into primary carbon particles
which also tend to grow upon each other in chains much like a string of
frogs eggs.

The entire carbon forming process after injection of the

hydrocarbon is complete in a matter of milliseconds.

There are patented

ways to control the chaining tendency so as to give smaller or larger
agglomerates.
It is fairly evident that the afterburner of a jet engine sets up
almost ideal conditions for injecting a liquid hydrocarbon fuel i~to hot
primary combustion gases with some residual oxygen content.

Missing

only are adjustments in air ratios, provisions for injecting the hydro-
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carbon through suitably cooled nozzles, provision of an elongated afterburner shell in order to allow sufficient time for carbon formation and
provision for supplemental cooling of the modified afterburner due to
the highly ~uminous radiant flame.

There may also be practical problems

to be dealt with in protecting the aircraft body from too much heat
from the streaming highly luminous flame.

The feasibility of adapting

an afterburner type jet engine to airborne carbon particle cloud generation is discussed in detail in a feasibility study project by the author
(Stokes and Reed, 1973) .and in Appendix B of this paper.

Such an engine

could be mounted easily on a portable test stand on the ground or on a
ship for land or sea surface carbon generated.
It is necessary to have a stable, noncorrosive fuel which is liquid
and pumpable at a reasonable temperature, preferably not much over
100F.

This condition can be met with certain commerical carbon black

fuels.

Some of the regular aircraft fuel tanks can be used provided

precautions are taken against possible damage of any rubber or plastic
linings, fittings, seals, etc. by the carbon fuel.

The fuel can be

kept warm in the tank with electrical immersion heaters powered by the
aircraft electrical system.

The wattage required is very small.

Having deduced that we could use an afterburner type jet engine
to produce the kind and quantity of carbon wanted, we next had to check
our findings with engine manufacturers to see if our proposal could be
accomplished in a practical fashion.

The results were indeed gratifying.

The opinion firmly expressed was that existing jet engines could be
modified by lengthening the afterburner and that such an engine could
be used in place.

As an alternative to using engines that are wing

mo'!J1lted,
a "flying test platform" could be used.

This is a plane fit-
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ted with a device to lower a jet

engine from the fuselage

in flight,

a commonlyused method in engine development work.
An ideal

aircraft

would be a B-52 with its

of which could be modified.
be required.
manner.

Somere-piping

During take off all

In the air

of the fuel

engines,

4

tanks would also

engines would be used in the normal

4 engines would be switched to carbon production.

The approximate conditions
dification

8 afterburner

of a typical

that would apply before and after

large afterburner

mo-

engine are shown in Figs.

1

and 2.
Wehave concluded that by slightly
engines carbon dust particles
air at a rate

of 20-30,000

modifying readily

available

could be produced and dispersed

pounds per hour per engine.

into the

Roughly half

of the weight of the carbon fuel would appear as carbon particles
suIting

in a carbon particle

One pound of 0.1 radius
4 x 10

16

particles,

production

carbon particles

jet

re-

cost of about 4~-6C per pound.
would contain

and 200 pounds of these particles

approximately
dispersed

in air

""
can absor b over 100 ca 1or i es 0f so 1ar ra d1at10n
per cm2 per day over a
one mile square area (4 x 1012 cal/mile2
The operation

day) heating

would be safe and in every way feasible

view of fuel combustion, mechanical and aeronautical
the carbon dust particles

paper to go into

matters

are under study.

prototype

carbon particle

engines and test
study report

facilities

the engineering

sites.

details

accordingly.

from the point of
aspects.

could be generated and dispersed

sources as well as from land or sea surface
of this

the air

Therefore,

from airborne

It is beyond the scope
or costs,

but these

A pl:ogram for the development and testing
generating

engines using existing

has been proposed and outlined

by the author and Reed (1973).

jet

of

aircraft

in a feasibility
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Fig.
a jet

3 shows how carbon dust would be gene-rated and dispensed

aircraft.

Fig.

by an uncontrolled

4 shows a carbon dust smoke plume being generated

petroleum fire

in Wyoming. This is typical

of the

type of carbon plume which would be used for weather modliication.
the shadow cast by thecarl>on

Fig.

3.

Illustration
from a jet

from

Note

plume..

of how carbon dust would be generated
aircraft.

and dispensed

714

,

Fig. 4.

Carbon dust smoke plume generated from an uncontrolled oil fire
in Wyoming.
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Weather Modification by Carbon Dust Absorption of Solar Energy
Paper IV: Environmental Impact
William M. Frank and Myron L. Corrin

ABSTRACT
Large scale carbon dust weather modification operations will involve
the introduction into the atmosphere of substantial quantities of carbon
black particles and certain gaseous and particulate by-products of the
carbon generation process. The effects of conducting a typical carbon
seeding operation upon human health, long term atmospheric conditions,
and the ocean and its ecosystem as well as esthetic considerations are
discussed.
Carbon black particles are found to be essentially non-toxic to
test mammals when ingested, placed in prolonged contact with skin, injected beneath the skin, or inhaled for any length of time and at any
concentrations likely to be encountered during any carbon seeding operation. None of the by-products from the carbon generation process would
be present in the atmosphere over populated areas at concentrations approaching Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposed standards. It
was concluded that the generation and dispersal of carbon black particles
and their by products into the atmosphere would not have any significant
effect upon human health.
Atmospheric effects of carbon dust and its by products generated from
carbon seeding operations would be insignificant with regard to alteration
of global weather or climate, even if the operations were carried out as
frequently as one per day.
Carbon dust which falls to the surface of the oceans would probably
sink to the ocean bottom at a rate equal to or exceeding the Stoke's free
fall velocity, and therefore,. it should not alter the energy balance of
the oceans. Being essentially non-toxic and inert, it should not affect
the oceanic ecosystem.
Esthetic effects obviously involve highly subjective judgements.
However, a typical carbon seeding operation should at most result in a
temporary hazy appearance over populated areas which would De much less
noticeable than the haziness of the air over most large urban areas.
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I •.

INTRODUCTION

It is probable that the carbon particles used in meso or synoptic
scale operations will be manufactured as they are dispersed by the controlled incomplete combustion of some type of petroleum distillate.

At

this time, the exact nature of the products and the process to be used
are not known but the following estimates will be used:
For each pound of fuel burned, the products will be:
1/2 lb carbon black
H 0 vapor
2
CO2

CO

NOZ
NO
Various hydrocarbons in both gaseous and
particulate form
The amounts of the various gases will be estimated later as will the
nature of the hydrocarbons.

This chapter deals with the physiological

effects of the carbon particles and the possible ecological and climatic
effects of all of the products.

The physiological effects upon humans of

HZO vapor, COZ' NOZ' NO and CO are well documented.

This section will show

that the maximum potential concentrations of these gases will not be detrimental to human health.

To evaluate the environmental impact of generating

carbon particles and dispersing them into the atmosphere in relatively
large amounts (l-Z million pounds per operation) it is convenient to
divide the subject into five_major areas.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

These are:

toxicity of the carbon black particles,
effects of the by-products of the carbon generation process
upon human health,
long-term effects of carbon black and its by-products upon
the atmosphere,
impact of the carbon black dust upon the oceanic ecosystem, and
temporary esthetic effects of the carbon upon the local area.

Each of these areas will be treated separately below.
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IL

THE TOXIC~TY OF CARBON BLACK

It is planned that the carbon particles used in weather modification
work will probably be generated as they are dispersed by the incomplete
combustion of fossil fuels.

Until the actual apparatus has been designed

and field tested, it will not b~possible
composition

to determine

of the carbon black produced.

Therefore,

the exact chemical
this section is limited

to discussion of toxicity studies performed with various existing commercial
carbon blacks.

The studies mentioned below employed carbon blacks of

several different sizes produced by a variety of processes.
that the carbon blacks generated in weather modification
essentially

work would be

similar to some of these commercial varieties

,Present carbon weather modification

proposals

It is felt

tested.

call for dispersal of

carbon dust into the atmosphere over the sea about one day upwind of any
major land area.

Therefore,

40 ~g/m3, 1 ~g/m3

=

the initial carbon cloud (concentration of

10-6g/m3) should diffuse to relatively

tions before encountering

low concentra-

a populated area.

Carbon black particles are composed primarily of elemental carbon
with variable amounts of oxygen, hydrogen, sulfur, and trace amounts of
ash components.
hydrocarbons

They are produced by the combustion of one or more

in an oxygen deficient environment

and suhsequent condensa-

tion- of the carbon either in furnaces. or in long rows of natural gas.
burners. known as channels.

Furnace blacks,which. are of the most interest

for the purposes of this study,are-typically

95-99% pure carbon.

For

most purposes, carbon black can be treated as a bas.ically inert substance.
The most complete study of the physiological
was performed by Nau, Neal, and Stembridge
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effects of carbon black

(1958, 1958, 1960, 1962) and
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was sponsored by the state of Texas.
a)
b)
c)
d)

They studied the effects of:"

inges tion
skin contact
subcutaneous injection~ and
inhalation of carbon black by animals.

Fourteen different types of carbon particles ranging from approximately
.005 lJ. to .1 lJ. in diameter were used.
pose for modification.
the furnace method

These are the size ranges we pro- .

Ten of the bla.c.kswere produced by variations of

(the process most likely to be used in weather modifi-

cation operations) ~and. four were manufactured

by channel processes.

The

results of their tests are summarized below.
a •. Ingestion of carbon black
Carbon black was fed in large doses to a group of mice as part of
their regular diet.

Different groups were fed:

a) carbon as delivered from the manufacturer
b) carbon which had been extracted by hot benzene to remove
certain hydrocarbons which had been absorbed by the carbon
c) a known carcinqgen, and
d) carbon which had been allowed to absorb some of the known
carcinogen.
Control groups were maintained on their normal diets.

It was found that

ingestion of large amounts of carbon black, as supplied by the industry
or after benzene extraction, produced no changes from normal.

Ingestion

of the pure carcinogen produced abundant tumors in the mice, but eating
carbon black which had absorbed some of the carcinogen caused no effects.
Apparently, the carcinogen lost most of its toxicity when absorbed by the
carbon.

Carbon black appears to be harmless when ingested.

This result

is not surprising since carbon black has been used for years as a certified
food coloring in certain foods (jelly beans, licorice, gum drops, etc.)
with no reported ill effects.

In addition, carbon black is capable of ab-

sorbing amounts of at least one carcinogenic hydrocarbon, greatly reducing
the toxicity of that substance.
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b.

Skin contact
The second phase of the Nau, Neal, and Stembridge (1958) tests dealt

with possible effects of various types of carbon black upon prolonged skin
contact.

The results showed that there were no detectable changes from

the normal in hamsters, mice, guinea pigs, rabbits, or monkeys regardless
of the amount of carbon contacted by the skin or the exposure time.

c.

Subcutaneous injection
Tests of the effects of carbon black when injected under the skin

were performed on mice and rabbits to simulate the possible intrusion of
carbon into the body through skin lacerations or abrasions.

It was found

that injecting carbon black under the skin caused no significant changes
from normal.

Certain hydrocarbons extracted from the carbon by benzene

extraction caused tumors when injected, but these substances are apparently
bound so tightly to the carbon that they cause no tumors when unextracted
carbon is injected.
In separate lab tests carbon was suspended in solutions of blood
plasma and of gastric juice for as long as 7 days.

There was no

significant elution of hydrocarbons from channel or furnace black suspended in either of these mediums.

d.

Inhalation of carbon black
Hamsters, mice, guinea pigs, and monkeys were placed in dust inhala-

tion chambers for 7 hours per day, five days a week.

MOnkeys were exposed

to carbon black for up to 13,000 hours while the mice were exposed for
virtually their entire lifetimes.
for furnace blacks and 1600 ~g/m

3

Carbon black concentrations of 2400 ~g/m3
for channel blacks were used.

These

concentrations are substantially higher than the carbon concentrations
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proposed for use in carbon black weather modification.

Initial carbon

concentrations during field operations would probably be on the order
of 40 ~g/m

3

and would decrease steadily with time.

This is 1/40 to 1/60

of the amounts that were used in the inhalation studies.
Results of the inhalation tests showed that there was measurable accumulation of carbon dust in the lungs of test animals only after breathing relatively large concentrations of carbon dust for exposure times greater than about 400 hours.

No malignancies or other related disorders were

encountered in test animals.

These results indicate that inhalation of

carbon black has no undesirable effects other than long term particle accumulation in the lungs.

This accumulation represents a health hazard only

when it occurs in the lower respiratory tract, particularly in the alveoli
sacs of the lower lungs where oxygen and carbon dioxide are exchanged between air and the blood.

As discussed in the National Air Pollution Control

Administration Report No. AP-49 (1969) this intake and deposition of particles
upon the ,alve9li is strongly size dependent.

Fig. 1 from this report shows
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Fig. 1.

Calculated fraction of particles deposited in the respiratory
tract as a function of particle radius. (This figure represents
the calculated efficiencies of deposition of particles of various sizes in the tracheobronchial and alveolar regions of the
respiratory system, and shows the size for minimum efficiency.)
(From NAPA Report AP-49, 1969). The broken line shows the 0.1~
carbon particles to be used.
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that there is a minimum efficiency in particle deposition within the alveoli
for particles on the order of r=.llJ.. These are the size carbon particles
to be manufactured for weather modification operations.

Therefore, the

carbon particles used in this study are less likely to be retained in the
alveoli than most natural or other man-made aerosols.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the Federal Register
of December 23, 1971, has set contaminants standards by mean geometric
average of weight of particles per cubic meter.

The minimum level rep-

resenting the onset of undesirable particulate levels has been established as 70 ~g/m3.

By way of comparison, the particulate loadings of

the proposed carbon experiment would initially be only about 40-50 lJ.g/m3
(representing 10% equivalent horizontal area coverage by the carbon) and
should decrease considerably due to diffusion and rainout before the carbon cloud would be advected inland over a populated area.
TABLE 1
Summary of NASN Suspended Particulate Samples for
Urban Stations by Population Class, 1957-1963

Pop. class
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

3 million and over
1-3 million
0.7-1.0 million
0.4-0.7 million
0.1-0.4 million
50,000-100,000
25,000-50,000
10,000-25,000
<10,000

No. of
samples
316
519
1191
3053
9531
5806
1606
484
150

No. of
stations
2
3
7
19
92
81
23
6
5

Arith. Geo.
Max
Min.
mean
mean
3
(lJ.g/m3)(~g/m ) (lJ.g/
m3) (~g/m3)
57
34
14
18
10
6
5
11
22

714
594
658
977
1706
982
679
539
396

182
161
129
128
113
111
85
80
100

167
146
113
112
100
93
71
63
84

3
-6 3
Table from Stern, 1968, lJ.g/mmeans micrograms per cubic meter (10 g/m).
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Table 1 shows typical particulate
States cities.
concentration

loadings over di.fferent sizes of United

It is clear that the carbon cloud, even at its initial
(10% area coverage),

represents

a much smaller aerosol

loading than would be found over any of these cities on an average day.
This factor together with the low retention
of 0.111 size particles,
from advection

the relatively

efficiency

short exposure time to be expected

of a carbon cloud over a populated

toxicity of the carbon particles
of carbon particles

dispersed

in the alveoli

area, and the non-

point to the conclusion

that inhalation

auring the proposed operation will not con-

stitute a hazard to human health.

III.

REALm EFFECTS OF THE BY-PRODUCTS OF CARBONGENERATION

The by-products of carbon black generation are water vapor (H 0), car2
bon dioxide (C02), carbon monoxide (CO), nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide
(N02), and small amounts of various gaseous and particulate hydrocarbons.
the exact fuel and generator design are not yet known, it is not possible
to state exactly what proportions and amounts of each of these substances
will be present.

However, it is fairly well established that there will

be at least 0.5 1b of carbon produced from each pound of fuel consumed.
Two of the gases, CO

2

and H 0,are not considered pollutants.
2

Another,

NO, is essentially non-toxic but is of interest because of its rapid
conversion to N02 in the atmosphere and because of its role in the
formation of photochemical smog.

For the purpose of estimating maximum

effects, it will be assumed that CO will be produced in a quantity
equal to 25% of the initial fuel weight and that the combined nitrogen
oxides (NO and N0 ) and the gaseous hydrocarbons will be produced equal
2
to 10% of fuel weight.

This should provide very generous overestimates

of their concentrations.

The resulting concentrations of these gases

in the initially dispersed carbon cloud will be compared to the health
standards proposed by the environmental protection agency.

However, it

should be noted that since the proposed weather modification operations
would be carried out over the oceans at least one day upwind from coasts,
the concentrations of the gases when they reach populated areas should
be much lower, probably an order of magnitude more dilute.

It is assumed

that a large scale weather modification operation might utilize as much
as 2 million 1bs of carbon black requiring the consumption of about 4
million lbs of fuel.

Using the above criteria, amounts of 1 million 1bs
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of CO and 400,000 lbs of nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons will be assumed.
A carbon cloud of this magnitude will cover approximately 40,000 km
10% horizontal area coverage.

2

at

The proposed cloud would extend from the

surface to about 0.5 km when initially dispersed.

The volume of the

model cloud is approximately 2 x 1013 m 3 • The concentrations of the
by-product gases as initially dispersed together with proposed EPA standards are shown in Table 2.

Particulate hydrocarbons are not differentiated

TABLE 2
Concentrations of Carbon By-Product Gases and Proposed EPA Standards
Gas

Maximum Initial Dispersed
Concentration

CO

0.018 ppm

Proposed EPA
Standards
9 ppm (max 8 hour concentration, not to be
exceeded more than
once per year).
100 ~g/m3 (annual
arithmetic mean)

Gaseous Hydrocarbons

9 ~g/m3

from other particulates in EPA standards.

125 ~g/m3 (max 3 hour
concentration, not to
be exceeded more than
once per year).

Their effect on the total

particulate loading of the atmosphere is insignificant compared to the
effects of the carbon particles themselves on that loading, and the particulate hydrocarbons will not be considered separately here.

The effects

of the carbon dust particles on atmospheric pollution levels are discussed elsewhere in this paper.
It is obvious that the carbon monoxide (CO) produced will be insignificant compared to proposed pollution standards.

The concentration

of CO produced would be far too small to have any physiological effect
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upon humans.

It may be concluded safely that there will be no hazard

resulting from CO during carbon manufacture.

Nitrogen oxides and hydro-

carbons would also be produced at levels significantly lower than proposed EPA standards.

It should be noted that the estimate of 10%

yield by mass of either of these two substances during the carbon manufacture process constitutes a very large overestimate of their likely
concentrations.

The above figures were chosen to demonstrate that

even with a large margin of error local concentrations should not
create a health hazard.

Since the concentrations of all of the gases

in Table 2 should be reduced by an order of magnitude before the carbon
cloud is advected over land, it seems safe to say that the by-products
of the carbon generation process should not create any important pollution
pro~lems.

IV.

LONG TERM ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS

To'evaluate the long term atmospheric effects of performing one or
more carbon weather modification operations, it is necessary to establish
the approximate residence time of the carbon particles in the atmosphere
as well as the physical effects of the carbon upon the earth atmosphere
system.

The principal mechanisms for removal of aerosols from the atmo-

sphere are rainout (particles becoming attached to raindrops during the
condensation process) and washout (particles being captured by falling
raindrops during precipitation).
will not fallout
amount of time.

Particles on the order of r = .l~

of the atmosphere from gravitational forces in any reasonable
Washout is an effective removal mechanism only for relatively

large particles (larger than a few microns).
have shown that for particles in the l~

Adam and Semonin (1970)

size range, a 0.5 cm/hr rain will

remove less than 1% of the particles per hour via washout.
(1970) found that collection efficiencies

(ratio of mass of

Kerker, et al.
particles swept

out by falling droplet to total mass of particles in volume swept out by
droplet) of 0.3~

particles by raindrops is only on the order of .01%.

These results indicate that washout is a very inefficient removal mechanism
for sub micron sized particles.

Rainout appears to be the principal removal

mechanism for sub micron aerosol particles.

Peterson and Crawford (1970),

using a large cloud diffusion code model with a precipitation scavenging
option, found that rainout is a more important removal mechanism than
washout for sub micron particles, but it is difficult to obtain accurate
estimates of rainout efficiencies for specific particle sizes.
Martel (1970) estimated that natural atmospheric particles in middle
latitudes have residence times of about 6 days in the lower to middle troposphere.

Studies of sediment patterns of eolian dust (land derived dust
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carried by the air) fram the floor of the Atlantic Ocean off of Weat
Africa by Chester (1972) indicate that the entire troposphere there is
cleansed of the eolian dust in less than 10 days.

More than 70% of the

eolian dust particles measured are smaller than 4 ~ in diameter 'and were
assumed to have been removed by precipitation
out.

scave~~n~~

probably rain~

Figure 2 shows that natural aerosol particles range from about

.01 V to 100 ~ in size with the greatest number of particles being concentrated in the size range from .01 v to .1 ~ CQuanzel, 1970; Junge, 1955;
Ikebe and Kawano, 1970; Junge and Jaenicke, 1971).

Carbon particles of

.1 ~ radius should not differ greatly from mean atmospheric particles
with respect to size.

Although carbon particles differ in composition

from most natural atmospheric aerosols, they should have aerodynamic
properties similar to those of other basically inert particles.

There-

fore, an assumption that carbon particles dispersed in the lower troposphere (1000 mb - 700 mb) would have mean residence times of but 3 to 8
days seems reasonable.

Carbon particles dispersed in the oceanic tropi-

cal boundary layer would likely dissipate more quickly than average due
to the high levels of convective activity found there.
Carbon particles dispersed in the atmosphere may affect the global
scale climate in two ways.

They may slightly decrease the earth-atmosphere

system albedo, and they could redistribute solar energy in the vertical
-

if some of the carbon was to reach the upper atmosphere.

Being basically

inert and highly hydrophobic, the carbon should not cause any changes in
condensation nuclei or ice nuclei concentrations.

The albedo increase is

due to the low backscatter of clouds of carbon particles (less than 2% for
even a relatively dense carbon cloud) and their high absorptivity (Frank,
1973).

A carbon cloud will absorb an appreciable amount of both incoming
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Typical comprehensive size distributions for the principle
tropospheric regimes and the size ranges important for turbidity, cloud formation, and mass concentration of particles.
Curves a and b refer to possible variation of the size distribution with and without continuous production of very small
particles. The arrow indicates the effect of pollution on the
location of the maximum of the size distribution.
Source: Data from Quenzel, 1970; Junge, 1955; Ikebe and Kawano,
1970; Junge and Jaenicke, 1971.
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solar radiation and outgoing short wave radiation reflected from the earth's
surface.

Since the albedo of the carbon cloud itself is less than 2%, the

carbon particles should reduce the albedo of the earth-atmosphere
when located above virtually any normal surface type.

system

(Carbon particles

do not contribute significantly to the long wave radiative flux divergence
of the atmosphere - Frank, 1973).

The initial amount of solar radiation

absorbed by the 2 million pounds of carbon dispersed in one operation
is about 4 x 1016 cal/day assuming no loss of carbon during the first
day.

This figure is taken from the 40,000 km2 boundary layer cloud for

about 10% area coverage by the carbon.

Normally, about 10% of this ab-

sorbed radiation would be the net energy gain by the earth-atmosphere
system due to the presence of the carbon cloud (assuming a surface albedo
of about 20% and a carbon cloud albedo of 2%).
gain of the atmosphere/earth

Hence, the net absorption

system would be on the order of 4 x 10

15

cal/day

for the first day and would decrease daily as the carbon was removed from
the atmosphere.

(Note that over the oceans, where the operations are most

likely to be initiated, mean surface albedo is less than 20% resulting
in still lower net energy gains).
to the roughly 2 x 10

21

This figure is insignificant compared

callday of solar energy absorbed by the earth/

atmosphere system (Sellers, 1965).

Even if enough operations were carried

out to maintain this approximate level of carbon in the atmosphere every
day, the annual absorption by the earth/atmosphere
increased by about 0.0002%.

system would only be

It seems highly unlikely that any noticeable

climatic change could result from such a small change in earth/atmosphere
albedo.

It is not too surprising that the addition of carbon to the at-

mosphere should have such a small effect on the earth's heat budget in view
of the small fraction of the atmosphere's normal particulate loading which
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the carbon would constitute.

Table 3 shows approximate masses of different

types of particles emitted into the atmosphere each year from natural
and man-made sources (Peterson and Junge~ 1971).

Mass per Year of Particulates Emitted into Atmosphere
Mass.

(106 metric tons)

Source (Material)

Mass Particles d<5~
(106 metric tons)

Sea Sa!t
Converted Natural Sulfates
Natural Windblown Dust
Converted Man-made Sulfates
Converted Natural Hydrocarbons'
Converted Natural Nitrates
Converted Man-made Nitrates
Man-made Particles
Volcanoes
Forest Fires
Meteors

1000
420
500

500
335

220
75
75
40

200
75

TOTAL

2525 +

250

60
35
40
25
5

135
'l

35
10

o

1530

("Converted" refers to particles created in the air due to chemical
reactions) •

Each year about 1530 x 10

6

metric tons (3.4 x 10

12

with diameters less than 5 ~ are emitted into the air.

lbs) of particles
This is over a

million times more than the amount of carbon to be introduced from one
operation (2 x 106 lbs).

It is inconceivable that enough carbon seeding

operations could be carried out in one year to have any noticeable effect
on global particulate levels.
emit approximately 0.6 x 10

6

At the present time automobile tires alone
tons of carbon particles into the lower tro-

posphere per year (Gray, 1973) due to the wearing down of the tread.
(Automobile tire tread is approximately 50% carbon black by mass).

There

are also undetermined amounts of carbon black emitted into the air from
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combustion processes.

Therefore, a single carbon seeding operation would

not significantly alter even the annual amount of carbon particles emitted
into the atmosphere.
One important area of interest concerning possible climatic effects
of the carbon seeding involves the possible introduction of some of the
particles into the stratosphere due to natural mixi.ng proces.ses. This
area is of special interest due to the potentially long residence times
(1-2 years) of small aerosol particles in the stratosphere.

Since the

carbon particles are to be dispersed in the lower troposphere, only a very
small fraction of them would ever reach the upper atmosphere.

The only

activity of man at the earth's surface which appears to affect the particulate levels of the stratosphere significantly is the production of S02
which can react to form sulfates as tropos-pheric air is mixed upwards
(Kellogg, et al., 1971).

The vast majority of particulates dispersed

from the surface into the air are removed by precipitation

scavenging.

The exact amount of carbon which might possibly avoid scavenging long
enough to reach the stratosphere is difficult to estimate, but it seems
safe to say that it would be many orders of magnitude smaller than the
amounts of particulates
by volcanoes.

injected into the upper atmosphere periodically

One of the best documented of these eruptions was the

Mount Agung (Bali) eruption of 1963 which increased the dust content of
the stratosphere up to 30 times and decreased solar radiation at the
surface by about 1% (Budyko and Pivovarova, 1971).
injection of particulates

Even this enormous

into the stratosphere caused no noticeable

changes: in the temperature at the earth's surface during the 1-3 year
residence time of the particles.

I.t seems extremely unlikely that carbon

seeding operations in the oceanic boundary layer could cause any measurable effect in stratospheric aerosol concentrations

or ene.rgy balance.

V.

CARBON IN THE OCEANS

There has been some concern as to whether large amounts of carbon
deposited on the ocean surface by p~~cipitation

scavenging would cause

any detrimental

effects to either the oceanic ecosystem or the phYsical

characteristics

of the sea surface.

It seems likely that most of the

c;.arbonparticles dispersed in the proposed seeding operation would fall
directly onto the sea surface due to the amount of convective activity
in the tropical oceanic boundary layer.

Most of the particles so

scavenged would agglomerate

within the various precipitation

drops .to

sizes on the order of 1~.

Studies by Chester (1972) of eolian dust in

the Atlantic off of West Africa indicate that the dust carried wes-t from
Africa by the north-east

trade winds and deposited

precipitation

apparently

significant

scavenging

sinks to the ocean floor without

lateral transport by ocean currents.

composed of particles

on the sea surface by

less than 4 ~ in diameter.

This dust is primarily
Stokes' law would pre-

dict a fall rate of only about 1 m!day for a 4 ~ particle.
such ~ particle sank 100 m it would have been transported
by the North Equatorial
mechanism

current.

for accomplishing

micron-sized

dust particles.

Therefore,

By the time
some 4000 km

there must be some other

~he observed downward vertical

transport of

De1eny et a1. (1967) has suggested

that

filter feeding organisms in the upper layers of sea water ingest the
particles and then excrete them as fecal pellets which are large enough
to sink relatively

rapidly.

Smayda (1971) has concluded

possible mechani~m

for accelerating

that this is a

the sinking rate of tiny particles.

Osterberg et a1. (1963) studied certain radionuc1ides

with short half

lives found in bottom feeding fish at depths of 2800 m or more and concluded that. both .organic and inorganic materials
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sink much faster than
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would be predicted by Stokes' Law.

They too considered the filter organism

theory to be a possible mechanism.

The rained out carbon particles

are generally inert and would be of the approximate size range of eolian
dust deposited on the sea surface.

Eolian dust is essentially hydrophilic

while carbon dust is strongly hydrophobic.

Hence, carbon particles would tend

to remain on the sea surface somewhat longer than eolian dust particles.

Once

the particles become fully wetted, they should settle at a rate similar to that
of the dust particles.

Therefore, the overall time required for carbon

particles to settle to the ocean floor should not be much longer than the
10-100 days (depending on particle size and ocean depth) required for eolian
dust particles to sink.
on the sea surface.

There should not be any significant buildups of carbon

If particles did accumulate on the ocean surface, they

would tend to form larger aggregates and then settle to the bottom.

Hence,

there should be no significant alteration of the air/sea interface energy
exchanges.

The carbon will not remain long enough on the surface to have any

effect on the distribution of absorption of solar radiation in the upper
layers of the water.

It is concluded that carbon seeding operations will not

alter the physical characteristics or energy processes of the oceans.
There have been no direct studies done of the effects of carbon particles on the oceanic ecosystem.

However, results of studies mentioned

previously in this report indicate that carbon dust is non-toxic to a variety
of mammals.

The carbon itself is nearly chemically inert.

There is no

reason to assume that ingestion of carbon particles should prove toxic to
any of the forms of sea life.

By the time the carbon from a seeding opera-

tion is rained out of the atmosphere and mixed with sea water, the concentrations of carbon would be too low to have any appreciable effect upon the
normal concentrations of particulates in the micron size range found in the
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oceans.

It does not seem possible that sea organisms could experience any

ill effects due to excessive particulate
carbon seeding operations.

concentrations

in the water due to

The small amount of carbon dust would be processed

by organisms in the same manner as the much larger amounts of naturally
occurring dust materials

are processed.

It appears that carbon seeding

operations of the scale envisaged would have no noticeable
oceanic ecosystem.

effect on the

VI.

ESTHETIC EFFECTS

Perhaps the most frequent questions asked about the environmental
effects of a carbon s.eed~ng operation concern the es.theti.cresults of
~ispersing 2 million pounds af carbon into the air.

It is.natural for

people to conjure up images af smokestacks in industrial cities belching
out clouds of soot which fall
Fortunately,

aver the city turning everything black.

these images bear little resemblance to the effects of a

carbon seeding operation.
The carbon particles dispersed during the proposed operation will
be on the order of 0.1 ~ in radius.

Particles of this size are not

visible to the unaided eye and do not have an appreciable
when suspended in air.

fall velocity

As a result, even if the carbon cloud was ad-

••

vected over a land area at the initially dispersed high concentrations,
there woulCi be no "fallout" of carbon particles dirtying the countryside.
The uniformity of particle sizes of carbon manufactured

by the furnace

processes is quite good, so very few fallout sized particles would be
produced.
day

Those that were would probably fallout

over the ocean in the

or more between the time the cloud is dispersed and the time the cloud

is advected over land.

Therefore, the esthetic impact of the carbon

primarily concerns the appearance of the air containing the carbon.
In its initially dispersed concentration the carbon cloud would
consist of a region approximately 200 km across and 0.5 km high (assuming a horizontal area coverage of approximately 10%).
thickness of a vertical column of the cloud would be about

The optical
L

= 0.1.

If an observer was located on the sea surface at the center of the cloud
at noon, the sun would appear about 9/10 as bright as it would from a
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point outside

the cloud.

be obscured from objects
outside of the cloud).
rather

hazy day.

Looking horizontally

The probable appearance would be that of a

lower than this.

cities

frequently

1956).

difficult

to estimate exact dillution

timates alone the concentration
the initial

cloud value after

carbon particles
or less.

of the seed-

would be much lower.

levels

but based on diffusion

would likely

one day.

Therefore~ the concentration

of
of

3

lower than the approximately 30 llg/m3 of

which is average for non-urban areas in the United States

The esthetic

effect

on the order of a few percent.
since the day to day fluctuatian

is several

times greater

dispersal

I.t appears that
consisting
haze.

seeding operation

it

there will

reduction

Such a change would be scarcely
in visibility

over land areas

while over land,

is doubtful

if

In addition~

in visibility

the

and by the end of

it would be visible

be at most a slight,

of a small reduction

and

(Peterson and Junge,

than the maximumcarbon effect.

carbon cloud would continue to diffuse
'the second day after

cities

of the carbon at most would be,a slight

noticeable

of a slight

es-

decrease to 1/10 or less

3
the nearly 100 llg/m average for United States

in visibility

It is

over populated areas should be on the order of 5 llg/m

This is considerably

particulates

effect

site

By the time the carbon cloud would be advected over a populated land

area (one or more days) the concentration

all.

in

Carbon concentrations

of the above magnitude would occur only at the initial

1971).

experience

Typical dry haze visibility

Los Angeles is only about 8 k.m (Petterson~

ing.

would

about 12 km away (assuming unlimited visibility

Most main United States

days with visibilities

90%of the light

at

temporary esthetic
with. the appearance

There should be no other obvious effects

of a carbon

sensed by people downwindfrom the seeding area except

for the lOOdification of the weather resulting

from the operation.

VII. SUMMARY

7.

Summary
Therefore,

location

it is concluded

of the proposed

mental hazards

that for the amount,

carbon dust seeding,

concentration

no significant

and

environ-

should be encountered.
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Weather MOdification by Carbon Dust Absorption of Solar Energy
Paper V: Evidence for Hypothesis and Proposed Research Program

William M. Gray and William M. Frank

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses various types of observational, theoretical
and numerical modeling evidence which support the carbon dust hypothesis
on mesoscale weather modification.
Cost-benefit analyses are made. A
recommended program of future research on this subject is proposed.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Papers II, III and IV have discussed the magnitude of the potential
carbon dust heat source, shown the feasibility of direct carbon dust generation and dispersal, and indicated that the ecological impact is not
likely to be a serious problem.

Thus, we feel that this type of weather

modification should now be given serious consideration.
cusses various types of observational,

This paper dis-

theoretical and early numerical

modeling evidence which support the hypothesized types of atmospheric response expected from the proposed carbon dust mesoscale heat sources.
Section 2 discusses the observational and theoretical evidence, section
3 the numerical modeling evidence.

Cost-benefit analyses have been per-

formed and are discussed in section 4.

It is shown that very favorable

cost-benefit ratios may be possible from this type of weather modification.

A discussion of the scientific unknowns and potential problems

and a recommended program of future research are outlined in section 5.
A proposed research program is presented in section 6.

A comparison of

this modification hypothesis with the current research with 'si~ver
iodide' modification

is made in section 7.

Scientific and humanitarian

justification for this type of research is advanced in section 8.
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II.

OBSERVATIONAL AND THEORETICAL EVIDENCE

There are several natural phenomena which illustrate the formation
of clouds and precipitation resulting from a localized atmospheric heat
source.

Although these phenomena differ in several ways from the proposed

carbon dust heat source, some important analogies between the observed
effects of natural heat sources and the expected effects of a carbon dust
heat source can be made.
a.

Heat island influences
Islands and peninsulas typically form daytime heat and cloud islands

by giving off energy to the air passing over them.

This often produces

a sea breeze and/or daytime cloudiness over or just downwind from the
islands and peninsulas.
less cloudiness.

The surrounding sea areas typically have much

Satellite pictures clearly show that persistently high

cloud concentrations are observed to occur over and just downwind from
large tropical and sub-tropical islands.
Table 1 depicts the percentage of summertime cumulus ~loud cover over
various large tropical islands and peninsulas as compared with their surrounding bodies of water.

In this study the water area considered was

that surrounding the land with an area three times and a radius twice that
of the land.

As can be seen in this table the cloud cover over land is

approximately three times that over the adjoining water.

This is true

not only for the average case but for most of the individual day cases as
well.
There have been several observational and theoretical studies of the
heat island effects of individual islands.

Ma1kus (1963) showed that in

the absence of synoptic scale disturbances, the small flat Caribbean island
1Q3
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TABLE 1
% of Cloud Cover Over
Large Islands Or
Peninsulas

Land Bodies
West Pacific
Ocean

% of Cloud Cover Over

Surrounding Water

Jun Jul Aug
(Dec) (Jan) (Feb) MEAN

Jun Jul Aug
(Dec) (Jan) (Feb) MEAN

51

47

42

47

20

15

16

17

35

34

37

35

14

15

10

14

32

29

35

32

11

10

12

11

Madagascar

41

41

29

37

10

18

13

13

North Australia

14

25

24

22

6

15

'19

14

TOTAL

36

35

34

35

13

15

13

14

a)Taiwan
b)Hainan
c)Philippines
East Indian
Ocean
a) Sumatra
b)Borneo
c)Celebes
d)Java
e)New Guinea
Caribbean Sea
a)Yucatan
b) Cuba
c)Hispaniola
d)Puerto Rico

of Anegada produced showering clouds over the island while no precipitation
occurred from clouds in the surrounding ocean area.
Smith (1957), and Estoque and Bhumralkar

Malkus and Stern (1953),

(1969) have developed numerical

models of the heat island effect which show increasing tendencies for
cloud formation with increasing island ground temperatures.

One of the

most complete studies of this effect was made

(1972).

by Bhumralkar

compared the results of his numerical model with observational

He

data ob-

tained over Grand Bahama Island on days with temperature, moisture,

and
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wind conditions similar to the input values of his model.

Computed

and observed cloud and precipitation patterns agreed very well.

This

allowed some conclusions to be formed as to the nature of the heat island
effect produced by the 10 km wide island in the presence of a prevailing cross island wind.

It was found that in the absence of synoptic dis-

turbances, the heated island perturbed the atmosphere enough to cause
rainfall on the leeward side of the island or just off the leeward shore.
The strength of the created disturbance increased with higher island
temperatures and lower wind velocities.

It was unexpected that a 10 by

130 km island could actually produce precipitation from its heating cycle
alone.
The heat island effect differs from the proposed carbon dust heating
scheme in two major ways:
1) The heat island is stationary and can provide heat to a given air
mass only during the time the air is over the heat source.

With

windy conditions the air may not be over the island for a very
long period of time.

By contrast, the carbon dust travels with

the air mass and heats it throughout the day.

Air motion does

not matter.
2) Carbon dust conducts heat to the air mass directly while the transfer of heat from a heated island surface to the air by conduction,
convection and infrared radiation is a slower, more inefficient
process.

Daytime heating often lags considerably behind the sun,

particularly when surface moisture is present and solar energy
goes into evaporation.
Since tropical island heat sources appear to be sufficiently strong to
cause clouds and precipitation to form on days with no synoptic disturbances, it seems likely that the more efficient carbon dust heat source
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covering a larger
precipitation

area might also develop deep cumulus convection and

in certain

situations.

Other evidence of cloud formation due to local
atmosphere was presented by Purdom (1973).
graphs over the United States

showed that

heating

His study of satellite

gions with early morni~g clouds are preferential

responsible

heating between the clear

for the organization

surrounded by re-

areas for the development

of thunderstorms and meso-scale convective systems.
solar

photo-

areas which are free of early

morning cloud cover and which are wholly or partially

the differential

of the lower

It was concluded that

and cloudy areas was

of strong convection in those areas which

were free of morning cloudiness.

It

seems reasonable

that

differential

heating of the lower atmosphere by a carbon dust cloud might result
similar

in

dynamic responses.

Henz (1974) has recently

studied

the areal

and summercumulonimbusgenesis relative
Front Range of the Rocky Mountains.

distribution

of spring

to the Colorado Plains

and the

Fig. 1 and Table 2 from his paper

show the much higher incidence of thunderstorm (TRW)genesis, over the
elevated

terrain

features

TRWfrequency is believed

on the western edge of the Plains.
to result

heat sources which produce steeper
vergence.

These elevated

similar

then arises

lapse rates

induced elevated

and enhanced upslope con-

sources or "Hot Spots" produce more than seven

times as many TRW'sper unit
question

from the terrain

This higher

area as the Plains

as to whether it

region to the east.

is possible

to artificially

The
generate

types of elevated heat sources using carbon dust dispersed

from

aircraft?
b.

Urban heat island
Recent studies

effect

of the effects

environments have shown that

of large urban areas upon their

precipitation

amounts and thunderstorm

local
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These have been denoted as 'Hot Spots' (from Henz, 1974).
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TABLE 2
Relationship of Thooderstorm Initiation to Elevation (from Henz, 1974)
No. of
Blocks

Percent
Area

No. of
TRW

Plains < 5000'

66

52

263

28

0.54

5000 - 9000'

62

48

684

72

1.49

5000 - 7000'

35

27

525

55

2.05

7000 - 9000'

27

21

159

17

0.80

"Hot Spot"

14

11

383

41

3.68

128

100

947

100

Location

TOTAL

Percent
TRW

Ratio TRW(%~
Area (%)

frequencies and intensities tend to be greater immediately downwind from
certain cities than in the upwind sectors (Changnon and Huff, 1973;
Changnon, 1968; Beebe, 1972; Atkinson, 1968).

The urban industrial

areas affect the environment through the release of sensible heat,
aerosols, moisture, by altering low level turbulence patterns, and by
altering the natural land/air energy transfer characteristics.

It is

extremely difficult to obatin quantitative measurements of the magnitudes
of all of these effects, but the primary dynamic effect of an urban area
is generally considered to be the creation of an artificial heat island.
In the presence of a moderate prevailing wind, this heat island takes the
form of a hot plume as the ci ty heats the air advecting over it.
It is interesting to compare the relative magnitude of the sensible
heat emitted into the air in large urban industrial areas due to energy
consumption with the heat added to the air by carbon particles during an
operation of the magnitude envisaged (~ 1,000,000 Kg of carbon over
~ 4 x 10

4

2

Ion).

Although energy consumption is not the only heat source

of an urban area, it will be assumed to be the dominant source for the very
large areas (~4 x. 104 km2) discussed here.

This is due to a large pro-
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portion of such urban areas consisting of suburban type areas not too
unlike the surrounding countryside with respect to surface characteristics.
Table 3 shows approximate energy consumption density levels for
several large urban industrial areas estimated by Flohu (1971).

The
2

carbon modification operation would encompass an area of about 40,000 km
or more, but it is doubtful if there are any industrial areas of this
size with enough heat concentration to act as a single heat source (the
Washington-Boston

megalopolis apparently acts as a series of heat islands).

Consider a hypothetical urban complex of maximum impact with an upper
size limit of 104 km2 and a maximum expected energy consumption rate of
2

about 10 watts/m •
TABLE 3

Urban/Industrial

Area

Energy Consumption
(watts/m2)

Nordrhein-Westfalen
Industrial Area

10,300

10.2

Los Angeles County

10,000

7.5

Los Angeles, City

3,500

21.0

87,000

4.4

200

26.0

21 Metropolitan Areas
(Washington-Boston)
Cincinnati
Proposed Carbon dust
heat island

'"40 ,000

'"110

Even if light prevailing winds of only 10 km/hr are assumed, the
average contact time of air parcels with the heat source would be only
about 5 hours during a 10 hour period.

By comparison, a carbon cloud with

10% horizontal area coverage would add heat to the air at an average rate
of about 110 watts/m

2

for a 10 hour period.

In addition, the carbon

heat source is advected along with the air so that the air is heated continuously for the entire 10 hours.

Therefore, the air is heated over 20

times as much by a carbon cloud as it is by the energy consumption of a
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large urban heat source during a 10 hour daylight period.

The carbon

cloud also covers about 4 times as large an area as the largest urban
industrial complexes resulting in a total heat addition to the air
50-100 times greater than that of the large hypothetical urban area.
Many of the urban areas which apparently affect their downwind climate
(e.g. St. Louis~ Cincinnati) are an order of magnitude smaller than the
hypothetical urban area discussed.
It is encouraging that a heat source as relatively small as an urban
heat plume apparently can cause increases in convective activity and precipitation in certain locations ~ although the relative importance of the
heat island effect and cloud physics effects are not well understood
at this time.

It seems likely that a heat source of the magnitude pro-

posed for carbon dust operations would~ if placed selectively in the atmosphere~ cause a much greater atmospheric response.
c.

Tropical cloud cluster characteristics and modification potential
As discussed by Gray (1972) ~ Williams and Gray (1973) and Ruprecht

and Gray (1974)~ typical tropical cloud clusters with meso-scale rainfalls
of 2-4 cm/day usually occur in association with very weak pressure-wind
systems.

Cloud cluster surface pressure anomalies are but 1-2 mh.

speeds are hardly different than in the surrounding clear areas.

Wind
These

cloud clusters have mean tropospheric temperature anomalies of but a small
fraction of lC.

The net available potential energy (both thermal and

moist) of such clusters is hardly different from the available potential
energy which is theoretically possible from a carbon dust heat source of
1-2 million Kg.

Therefore~ it does not seem unreasonable that if atmospheric

thermal stability is in a conditionally unstable state~ a carbon dust
energy triggering mechanism might indeed act to generate or enhance a
tropical cloud cluster system.

III

If carbon dust is spread at an areal coverage of 10 percent, then
extra artificial heating amounts as large as 110 ca1/cm
possible.

2

per 10 hours are

This amount of energy is portrayed on the tephigram in Fig. 2.

A decided buoyancy advantage would be gained for cumulus convection.
solar absorption by carbon dust is but one influence.

The

This extra heating

should, as discussed in Paper I, also stimulate an increase of evaporation.
The increased surface warming will stimulate an extra downward mixing of
dryer upper level air to the ocean.

This dryer air will increase the

water vapor pressure dil ference between the ocean and the air and lead to
increased evaporation rates.

The potential buoyancy of the low levels will

thus be enhanced not only by the additional low-level warming, but also
by the extra water vapor content from the extra evaporation.
duced on the meso-scale,

If intro-

this artificial energy source should lead to

significant development or enhancement of tropical or sub-tropical cloud
clusters.
d.

Hurricane modification
The dynamics of a vortex or hurricane circulation requires that a

low level inflow be continually present to balance surface frictional retardation.

Other things being equal, the strength of the vortex is

directly related to the lower tropospheric vertical stability.

If con-

ditions are very stable, then the inflowing low level air cannot easily
rise in cunmlus convection and a higher percentage of inflowing air penetrates to small radii.

Angular momentum conservation dictates that the

inflowing air reach a high velocity.

~f more unstable conditions are

present, then a smaller amount of in£low mass will penetrate to near the
storm center.

Much of the inflowing low level mass will, instead, rise

in cumulus convection at further out radii.

The inner core circulation will
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TEPHIGRAM

PLOT

OF MAGNITUDE OF
ENERGY INPUT

Fig. 2.

Tephigram plot of temperature (To) and dew point (Td) for a
typical summertime tropical or sub-tropical sounding. The
extra energy input (shaded area) to the low levels in ten hours
(110 calories/cm2) that results from solar absorption due to
10 percent area coverage of carbon dust is shown.

consequently be less intense.

Direct and inferred observational evidence

for both the hurricane-typhoon

and the tornado agrees with this general

physical assessment.
The absolute angular momentum (M ) of a parcel when expressed in a
a
cylindrical coordinate system with the origin at the hurricane center is
given by:
M

a

=

2

ur + fr /2

(1)
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where

r

=

the radial distance from the center of the vortex,

u

=

the tangential wind velocity, and

f

=

Coriolis parameter.

Absolute angular momentum decreases towards the hurricane center.

This

decrease is due to exchange of momentum between the air and the ocean.
This shows that a hurricane represents a strong sink region of angular
momentum.
Riehl (1963) and Gray and Shea (1973) have noted that beyond the
radius of maximum wind the hurricane radial profiles of tangential wind
can typically be approximated by an equation of the form,
urx

=

constant

(2)

where x is equal to ~ 0.5.
Fig. 3 portrays the inward radial increase of wind velocity from
boundary layer inflow starting with a velocity of 15 m/sec at 400 km radius.
A parcel conserving its angular momentum follows the top curve.
curve represents the increase of wind in the real storm.

The lower

The difference

in the two curves is due to the transfer of angular momentum to the ocean.
Note how the wind velocities are dependent on the degree of inward radial
penetration of boundary layer air.

Parcels penetrating to a radius of

40 km will have velocities of 45 m/sec.

Those penetrating to radii of 20

and 10 kilometers will have velocities of 63 and 80 m/sec respectively,
etc.
Steady state tangential equation of motion for hurricane.

An ex-

amination will now be made of the terms in the symmetrical, steady-state,
cylindrical, tangential equation of motion with origin at the hurricane
center.

This equation may be written as:
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Fig. 3.

Hurricane tangential wind profiles. Portrayal of increase of
tangential wind with inward penetration of boundary layer air
parcels assuming constant absolute angular momentum, Ma' (top
curve), and usual storm case where surface friction plays a
large role (lower curve). The difference between these curves
is due to momentum transfer to the ocean. Note how the maximum
wind speeds are strongly related to the distance of inward
penetration of the boundary layer air towards the storm center.

(3)

where v is the radial wind, ~

a

the absolute vorticity, p is pressure and

Fe represents tangential friction; the other symbols are as before.

The

very small vertical gradient of tangential wind in the lower levels makes
the W dU/dP term negligible.

The boundary layer steady-state,

tangential equation can thus be simplified to

symmetrical
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o = -

+

vl;;a

Fa

(4)

Here the balance of tangential acceleration is only between the terms Fa
and - VI;;. The retarding influence of tangential friction is just balanced
a

by low level inflow.

Thus, for steady conditions the magnitude of the

boundary layer inflow (-v) is determined by the value of Fe/I;;a. Fe may
be represented by dLe

Zo

/pdZ

~

~Le

Zo

/p~z, where L

azo

is the surface

stress, p is density, and ~z is the thickness of the layer over which the
gradient of stress is applied.

Normally the "turbulent gust" induced

stress decreases to a small percentage of its surface value at the ~ 1 km
level.

Surface stress is typically represented as L

azo

CD is the surface drag coefficient and u

o

=

CD P

2

U

o

the wind at 10 m height.

where
The

drag coefficient has been estimated by Palmen and Riehl (1957) and Miller
(1964) to be approximately 1.5 - 2.5 x 10-3 in the hurricane circulation
beyond the radius of maximum wind.

Accepting empirical estimates of CD

and ~z and disregarding vertical variations of p and u, the boundary layer
frictional acceleration can be represented in terms of the low level tangential wind alone, thus Fe = - ku

2

where k

=

CD/~Z.

The urO•5 relationship implies that the rotational component of the
vorticity (u/r) is twice the magnitude of the negative shearing component
(du/'dr).

In this case the absolute vorticity (I;;
) can be represented as
a

(u/r + 'du/dr+ f)

=

(1/2

u/r + f).

With these substitutions for Fe and I;;
a , the boundary layer radial
wind in Eq. (4) can be expressed

v ~

- k

2

u /(u/2r

+

f)

(5)
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For given values of r and f the steady-state mean boundary layer radial
wind (v) and tangential wind (u) are directly related to each other.
At radii greater than the radius of maximum wind this relationship turns
out to be approximately

v::::: -

u/10

(6)

Thus, for every m/sec decrease of sub-cloud layer inflow, the new adjusted steady tangential velocity to satisfy Eq. (6) must take on a value
10 m/sec less than its previous value.
Influence of alteration of boundary layer radial wind.

Fig. 4

portrays model specified and observed mean sub-cloud layer (surface to
600 m) values of radial wind and divergence plus resulting mean vertical
motion at the top of this layer.

Values are given in 200 km segments;

The top drawing shows these parameters as they result from a hurricane
sub-cloud layer model assuming urO•S = constant and v = - ~/10
the constant determined from the lower curve of Fig. 4.

with

The bottom draw-

ing is determined from data composites surrounding typhoons.

Although

the observed divergences and vertical motions of the bottom drawing are
not very accurate their magnitude is correct.
Note the small divergence of 1-2 x 10-6 sec-l and the small mean
upward vertical motion at cloud base (~ 600 m) of only 6 and 10 mb/day
(~ .05 to 0.1 em/see) between 400-600 kIn radius.

It would not take a

great deal of extra cumulus convection to substantially increase this
mean vertical motion at cloud base.

If this were to occur a substantial

reduction in the mean sub-cloud layer inflow at radii inside of this
extra cumulus convection region would occur.
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SUB-CLOUD LAYER (sfc-600m)

UrO 5= Con st.

1J
(

=

a)

-U/IO

-W

mb/doy

- 11
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rE:f
2.0
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t

1.5

-20
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(
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)

-1]

WEIGHTED)

t

I
BOOKrn

-10
0.6

1.3

1.5

rnlsee

-0.6

600Km

-10

mb/doy

--3.0

Fig. 4.

CONDITIONS

- -2.0

-+20

Radial distribution in 200 km segments of mean sub-cloud layer
radial wind (v) and mean divergence (Div.). The resulting mean
vertical motion (w) at the top of the sub-cloud layer is also
shown. The data accuracy of the bottom drawing is such that the
divergence and vertical motion values shown are only accurate
to about + 50 percent. The small magnitude of these values at
outer radii is to be noted.

Fig. 5 portrays the equilibrium sub-cloud layer u profiles which would
result if the mean vertical motion at radii between 400 and 600 km were
arbitrarily increased by 50 percent ('"3 mb/day) - curve B~ and 100 percent ('"7 mb/day) - curve C.

Vertical motion changes of this amount re-

sult in an increase of boundary layer convergence of '"0.7 and 1.5 x 10-6
sec

-1

, respectively.

These are not large convergence changes, yet their

influence would be to reduce the 400 km radial inflow by 25 and 50 percent.

For balanced acceleration in Eq. (6) a consequent reduction of

the tangential winds by the same percentages must also occur.
+

re 1at i ons h1P ur

0.5

For the

- constant to apply at inner radii, a reduction of

the tangential wind at 400 km by 25 and 50 percent requires that the radial
profile of u follow curves Band
core winds from curve A.

C -- a substantial reduction of the inner

The fundamental influence to inner storm wind

reduction of increasing the top of the sub-cloud layer vertical motion
at outer storm radii is clearly evident.

It is hypothesized that carbon
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Fig.

5.

Radial profile of equilibrium tangential wind (u) at the top
of the sub-cloud layer which is present in the normal hurricane
(curve A). Mean vertical
motion between 400-600 km radius is
-7 mb/day. Curves B and C show the same equilibrium u profiles
which would result if the mean vertical
motions between 400-600
km were increased to values of -10 and -14 rob/day, respectively.
This would lead to 25 (curve B) and 50 (curve C) percent reductions of the sub-cloud layer radial wind at 400 km and consequent reductions of the inner equilibrium wind profiles
as
shown.
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dust could be spread in the boundary layer at outer hurricane radii where
enhanced cumulus convection would take place and a similar type of inner
core wind reduction obtained.
Conclusion.

Hurricane intensity is crucially dependent on the radius

to which the boundary layer inflow penetrates and upon the magnitude of
the radial inflow.

Rapid and sizable reductions in the hurricane inner

core wind structure should occur if the boundary layer inflow could be
artificially reduced by but 5 to 10 percent at outer radii from stimulation of cumulus convection from carbon dust warming.

For a more com-

plete discussion on the subject of hurricane intensity reduction by
carbon dust seeding please see the recent project report by Gray (1973).
e.

Fog dissipation
There have been a number of theoretical and experimental studies of

the ability of carbon particles to absorb solar radiation within fog and
to evaporate the fog by direct warming of the air (Smith, Wexler, and
Glaser, 1959; Downie, 1960; and Fenn and Oser, 1962).

These studies

typically employed only 1-5 1bs of carbon per seeding operation, and the
carbon was dispersed into the air either from a bulk package or in aqueous
solution.

The consensus results were that clouds seeded with carbon par-

ticles of 0.1~ radius (manufactured size) tended to be grayer in appearance and to dissipate more quickly than non-seeded clouds.
Calculations based on estimates of the radiative absorptivity of
carbon and of the amount of solar radiation available inside clouds or
fog indicated that if the carbon particles maintained their approximately
0.1~ radius, they could absorb enough solar radiation to greatly dissi-
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pate the cloud by evaporation in a few minutes.

*

bulk storage (as supplied by the manufacturer)

tend to agglomerate to

Carbon particles in

much larger sizes - perhaps lOOv radius - and as a result are very difficult to work with.

The above researchers were aware of the clumping

problem but often tended to greatly underestimate the sizes of the dispersed
particles, assuming values of r

=

O.lv to r

=

1.0v.

Since the amount of

solar radiation per unit mass of carbon is maximized for particles of
r = O.lV (Frank, Paper II, Fenn and Oser, 1962), it is clear that the
early field experiments achieved much lower absorption efficiencies than
are potentially possible.

As discussed by Stokes (Paper III), it now

appears feasible to generate and disperse carbon particles directly into
the air without appreciable agglomeration.

Thus, one may obtain much

more efficient use of carbon particles than was accomplished by earlier
researchers.
Computation of solar energy absorption rates by carbon particles dispersed inside fog is an extremely complex problem requiring assumptions
of type of fog, radiative flux levels inside the fog, and the physical
interaction between the carbon particles and the fog droplets.

It is

beyond the scope of this paper to do a detailed analysis of this problem,
but the following rather simple calculation of the energy required to
evaporate fog will attempt to demonstrate that ground fog burn-off can,
indeed, be speeded up.

*There

have also been hypothe&es of cloud dissipation mechanisms
other than evaporation but they concern convective type clouds and are
not of interest for fog dissipation.
Jt
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It will be assumed that the highly hydrophobic carbon particles dispersed in an existing fog cloud will tend to remain essentially independent
of the cloud droplets over the time scale of interest.

Assuming, for

3
example, a fog with a water content (qL) of 0.1 gm/m , the amount of
solar energy which must be absorbed (A) by the carbon particles in a given
volume of air to evaporate all of the droplets in that cloud volume is
given approximately by Eq. (7).

3
dA(cal/m )

where

(})

=

3
= liquid water of fog, 0.1 gm/m
L

= latent heat of condensation, 590 cal/gm

C
pa

=

Pa

= density of air, ~ 10 gm/m

Sw

=

specific heat at constant pressure of air,
.24 callgmOC
3

3

specific heat of water, I cal/gmOC

The heating of the carbon particles has been neglected since even at a
concentration of 10,000 particles/cm3 the mass of the carbon particles
wo uld on 1y b e 10-7 of the mass

0f

th e air.

Sub.stitut1ng th e assumed

values into equation (7):

dA

=

3

(59 + 240 ~T + .1 ~T) cal/m

If, for example, the initial fog water vapor content is assumed to
be ~

=

12 g/kg, the temperature increase required to increase the satur-
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ation vapor content of the air to 12.1 g/kg (sufficient to accomodate the
entire liquid water content after evaporation) is only about 1/3C.
Therefore, the energy required to evaporate fog with a liquid wate~ con3
tent of qL = .1 gm/m is about:
3

dA = (59 + 72 + .03) cal/m
dA

=

131 cal/m

3

For a fog layer 200 m thick, the amount of absorbed solar radiation
required to completely evaporate the fog would be approximately 2.6 cal/cm2
of horizontal fog area.

It is difficult to estimate the exact .amount

of carbon needed to produce this warming.

The albedo of fog varies from

as high as 80% to very low values for very thin fog layers.

This re-

duces direct solar radiation flux levels within the fog, although this
radiation is still quite strong in the uppermost levels of the fog.
However, the strong scattering of the solar radiation within the fog
greatly increases the optical path length traveled by the radia~ion and
the effective area of the carbon particles is increased by the diffuse
nature of the radiation.

This effect tends to increase the efficiency of

the carbon absorption process.

If it is assumed that a cloud of carbon

particles dispersed in a 200 m thick fog absorbs 1/3 as much solar radiation during strong daylight hours (say 0900 to 1500) as it would in clear
air, a carbon dust cloud of 20% horizontal area coverage (about 400 lbs
per square mile of fog area) would absorb solar radiation at about 0.3
cal/cm

2

min.

This absorption rate would completely evaporate the fog

in less than 9 minutes.

Higher concentrations would provide faster evap-

oration rates.
In some cases it might be useful to use very high carbon concentrations in limited areas to "burn" holes in the fog bank and allow natural
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solar heating of the land in the exposed areas to hasten fog dissipation.
Since carbon dust particles can be produced for approximately 10c;:per Kg,
a net carbon cost of only about $20.00
would be required.

per square mile of fog evaporated

The carbon cloud could be generated from ground

sources (possibly mobile) at relatively low operating costs.

It must be

emphasized that only by carefully generating the carbon and dispersing it
in the air directly as it is produced is it possible to approach the
desired particle size of ~ O.l~ radius.
The problem of dissipating fog through artificially increased solar
absorption is a much more complex problem than the simple computation performed above.

Nevertheless, there appears to be sufficient additional

energy available using carbon dust clouds tQ allow man to operate on an
energy scale comparable to the natural fog energy processes.
f.

Accelerating snowmelt in agricultural areas
As the albedo of snow is typically very high, only a small percentage

of the solar radiation received at the snow surface is used for melt or
evaporation.

Might it be possible for man to artific1a1;Ly trap and

utilize some of this solar energy for snowmelt?

Using absorption values

calculated by Frank (Paper II) adjusted for mid-latitude

spring incidence

of solar radiation, a carbon. dust cloud of 10% horizontal area coverage
could absorb on the order of 50 calories per day depending upon latitude,
date, weather, and snow cover conditions.
I km layer of air about 4C per day.

This is enough heat to warm a

It is not clear just how much of this

absorbed energy would result in additional snowmelt, but given multiple
day usage of the carbon, the effect might be substantial.

The carbon

particles should have a relatively long boundary layer residence time due
to the large temperature inversion usually present.

This could lead to
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multiple day use of the carbon.

Diamond (1953) has shown that when air

temperatures are above OC and relative humidities are low (~ 20%) an increase in air temperature of 5C can increase the snowmelt rate enormously
through increased heat transfer from the air to the ground.

On days when

the air temperature would normally remain at or just below freezing, the
heating of the boundary layer air by 3-4C could result in significant
snowmelt when natural snowmelt levels might be very low.
It appears that carbon dust seeding in the boundary layer for certain
springtime conditions could accelerate snowmelt and significantly increase
the agricultural growing season.
ground sources.

Dispersal could be accomplished from

The enormous economic benefit of such an increase in cer-

tain parts of the world makes further research on this topic very desirable.
g.

Initial measurements of carbon dust particle characteristics
A beginning observational attempt at directly measuring the solar

attenuation of carbon dust has recently been made.

Measurements of solar

radiation extinction by the plume of the Cabot Corporation carbon black
plant near Skellytown, Texas were taken on May 3, 1974 about 1/4 mile
downwind from the source.

The plume consisted almost completely of carbon

black particles and had the general appearance of a black smoke plume of
moderate opacity as shown in Fig. 6.

It appeared to remain below the

level of the morning inversion, and it was relatively homogeneously dispersed throughout that layer.

Particle samples taken in the plume and an-

alyzed by a scanning electron microscope showed that the carbon particles
were on the order of 0.11-1radius and tended to form chains consisting of
an average of 4 or 5 particles.
cles is shown in Fig. 7.

A typical sample of these carbon parti-

These particles are in the size range desired
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Plume of Cabot Corp. carbon black plant near Pampa, Texas;
May 3, 1974.

Scanning electron microscope determination of the size of the
carbon particles from Cabot Corp. carbon black plume, Pampa,
Texas, on May 3, 1974. White dots are carbon particles x
10,000 (1 cm = 1.0 micron).
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for maximum absorption of solar radiation per unit mass (Frank, Paper II).
This generally supports the hypothesis that generating carbon particles
of this size and dispersing them into the air is quite feasible.
Fig. 8 shows the direct solar radiation incident at the surface
beneath and also outside of the cloud as functions of time of day (and
hence of zenith angle).
about 13% was determined.

Using this data a mean plume extinction of
Measurements of extinction of total solar

radiation (direct + diffuse) gave similar results.

Since it was not

possible to determine the mass concentrations of the plume, a direct
check of the theoretical absorption values was not possible.

However,

several theoretical studies-and laboratory experiments have quantitatively verified the radiative absorption properties of carbon black quite
well as discussed in Paper II.

It is gratifying, nonetheless, to note

that a moderate concentration of carbon dust particles did indeed cause
the extinction of a significant percent of the direct and total incoming
solar radiation, primarily due to absorption.
h.

Summary
Observational and theoretical evi.dence indicates that if a meso-

scale heat source of the magnitude which is possible through carbon
dust interception of 10-20% solar radiation is applied in a selective
way to a potentially favorable environment, it is likely to induce a
significant enhancement of cumulus convection and precipitation.

A

number of other potentially beneficial effects may also be possible.
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Pyrohe1iom.eter measurements of direct salar radiation incident
at the surface beneath and outside. of the carbon plume shown
in Fig. 6.

III.

NUMERICAL MODELING EVIDENCE

A number of early numerical modeling results lend various degrees
of support to the carbon dust physical hypothesis using heat sources of
the magnitude of

'1.1

S-10C/SO mb per 10 hours.

The results from some of

these models will now be briefly discussed.
a.

Boundary layer modeling
J. Deardorff

(1973) has run an initial test on the influence of

artificial boundary layer heating in a one-dimensional
layer model.

tropical subc10ud

He assumed an artificial boundary layer heat source of

1/4C/hour for ten hours.

This is only a quarter of the amount of heating

which is being proposed; nevertheless,

substantial influences occurred.

The results of the model are shown in Fig. 9.

The model ran for four days

in a normal state, and then the heating was applied.
heating was abruptly shut off.
area of cumulus cloudiness

The effect upon cloud base (h), percent

(0), evaporation

potential temperature difference

After 10 hours the

(M

v

(w'q') , and ocean-air virtual
s

) are shown in this. figure from

Deardo rff's paper.
To quote from Deardorff's report on the influence of the extra
heating:
"The first result, of course, is a warming of the mixed
layer. This warming causes Mv to decrease drastically from
O.SSC to about O.IC in 4 hours, and causes the relative
humidity to drop. The first effect causes h (the cloud base)
to rise from 580 m to 980 m at the end of the la-hour period.
Both effects together cause convective cloud-base level to rise •
••••This causes 0 (percent area with cumulus) to more than
double after the end of only the third hour following initiation of the enhanced heating rate. A dip in 0 just as the
heating is first applied reflects the decreased relative
humidity before h has had a chance to rise. As expected
(w'S')s decreases and even becomes negative, while w'S'v
only barely stays positive by the end of the 10th hour.
The enhanced cloud induced mixing causes the boundary layer
128
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specific humidity to decrease to a minimum of 13.1 x 10-3 ,
and thereby causes increased surface moisture flux (evaporation) to persist long after application of the carbon black
has ceased."
"Although the model takes no account of dissipative
effects such as horizontal diffusion, it does strongly
support one portion of Gray's hypothesis. Increased convective
activity is predicted to occur despite a reduced surface
virtual temperature flux during the modification period. The
much increased depth of the mixed layer, moreover, suggestS:that the convective clouds will have greater diameters and
reach greater heights. The model could not treat cases
with greater applied heating rates, unfortunately, because
(w'8')s then becomes negative and the model invalid".

This artificial stimulus to cumulus convection was obtained with
a boundary layer heating of only 1/4C/hour.

The authors are proposing

boundary layer heating rates 2 to 5 times the amount which Deardorff
has tested here.

A favorable enhancement of convection is indeed indi-

cated.
b.

Meso-scale tropical model
The new 3D meso-scale, tropical model results of Elsberry et ale

(1974) and W. Fingerhut (of Colorado State University) also lend support
to the envisaged influences of carbon dust induced heat sources.
This three and five layer model is being developed to simulate processes which occur on scales below the normally predicted synoptic scales.
A key feature is the nesting, or telescoping of the grids of 25, 50 and
100 km.

Each interior grid is allowed to move, following the meso-scale

cumulus convective fields.

Energy exchanges through the grid interfaces

appear to be unconstrained through the use of mutually determined boundary conditions.

Thus, energy input within the fine mesh region is free to

pass to the larger scales of motion, represented on the coarse mesh grid
(see the reports of Harrison and Elsberry, 1972; and Harrison, 1974; for
more discussion of the model).
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Elsberry

et al.

(1974) with a three

(Colorado State University)
model have tested

layer model and W. Fingerhut

with an updated five layer version

for the influence

of this

artifical1y

scale heating on an atmosphere initially

at rest.

significant

of

influence

the lowest layer.
was much less

from energy inputs

rob

A large artificial

precipitation

Results

indicate

a

SC/10 hours per 100 rob in
heating

effects

favorable.
carbon dust heating

is placed in the lowest layer,

is felt.

induced meso-

The response of the model to upper level

Whenthe assumed artificial
100

'V

of this

is likely

'U

SC/IO hours per

a very large atmospheric response

enhancement of cumulus convection and/or

to result.

Fig. 10 shows the magnitudes of the

model's lowest 100 rob inward radial

flow components and vertical

after

of

10 hours of heating

at a rate

The extra radiation-induced

vertical

'V

2
13 ca1/cm per hr

('V

motions

O.SC/hr).

motion at the top of the boundary

.
layer

is no less

1.3 m/sec.
sec

-1

than 180 rob/day.

The radial

inflow at 75 km radius

After ten hours lower tropospheric

convergence is

This is approximately five times larger

vergence occurring in the typical
Gray, 1973).

Thus, it

tropical

appears that

6

30 x 10-

o

than the average 4

cloud cluster

or sub-tropical

extra heat

oceans would,

indeed, have a significant

influence

tropical

More modeling must be accomplished, however,

weather systems.

before this
c.

influence

on generation

con-

(Williams and

the implementation of this

source on a meso-scale over the tropical

'V

is

can be explicitly

Hurricane intensity

established.

reduction

The author .(Gray, 1973) has extensively
hurricane

inner-core

and/or enhancement of

intensity

reduction

discussed

the potential

of

from carbon dust induced outer
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velocity (vr - m/sec), vertical
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moisture convergence (circled - 'iJIl/Kgper day).

Fig. 10.

radii

boundary layer heating

ulate

extra

reduction

III

of 1/2 to 1 C/hour.

This is likely

cumulus convection at outer hurricane

of the hurricane

t

s boundary layer

radii

and lead to a

inflow and thus the mass

circulation

into and out of the storm I s inner region.

and surface

frictional

considerations

to stim-

dictate

that

Angular momentum.

the hurricane

inner

core region weaken.
This outer heating modification
in the Rosenthal (1970,

1971a, 1971b) circular

model and has been found tn verify
(see report

hypothesis

the physical

has recently

b~n

tested

symmetric tropical
hypothesis

cyclone

to a high degree

by Gray, op. cit.).

The model is a seven level

primitive

water vapor cycle and parameterized

equation model containing

the

The radial

in-

cumulus convection.

terva1 is 10 km and the time step is 2 minutes.
appears to handle the basic

dynamics

0f

In an overall

the hurricane

sense it

quite well.
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The model is initialized with a synnnetric vortex with maximum winds
of 7 m/ sec at 250 kIn radius.

The model is then integrated in time.

It

slowly builds up a moist layer during the first seventy hours of integration and then intensifies rapidly to a hurricane vortex with maximum
winds of

'\.0

50 m/ sec at a radius of 25 kIn in another 80-100 hours.

The

vortex then stops intensifying and remains in an approximate steady state
for several days.

It is the latter steady-state that is used for energy

response experimentation.

The Rosenthal papers fully describe this

model.
Artificial heating values have been input to the steady-state stage
at the four black dots shown at radii of 415 and 425 km and at the surface and 900 mb in Figs. 11 and 12.

Heating rates are applied at these

grid points for a ten-hour period to simulate the solar heating of the
carbon dust.

They are then discontinued for 14 hours.

rates have been used at the 4 grid points shown.

Two heating

They are:

1) 1/2C per hr for 10 hours, no heating after this but integration
of the model to 24 hours, and
2) 1/4C per hr for 10 hours, no heating for 14 hours, then a second
rate of 1/4C per hr from 24-34 hours.

The model is integrated

to 34 hours in this latter case.
The maximum artificial heating influences are felt about 24 hours
after integration is started.

It takes 12-24 hours for the effects of

the outer heating to manifest itself into changes in the inner core of
the hurricane.
Figs. 11 and 12 are vertical cross-sections showing the influences
on the tangential and vertical winds after 10 and 24 hours of applying
an artificial heat source of 1!2C/hr at the four black dotted grid points
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Rosenthal (1971a,
m/sec) at various
rate of 1/2C/hour
grid points shown

400

200
RAOIUS

Fig_ 11.

TIME- 24hro

(Km)

1971b) symmetric model total wind speed (in
time periods as a result of artificial heating
for the first 10 hours applied at the four
at the lower right.
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grid points shownat the lower right.
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for the first 10 hours.

Note that the maximum reductions in the hori-

zontal and vertical winds occur where these values are the highest.
Such changes would be beneficial in terms of stO'1"lZL
damage reduction.
After 24 hours the wind at the surface at the radius of maximum winds
is reduced by 15 m/sec (30% reduction from the original value).

The

surface kinetic energy at the radius of maximum winds has been reduced
by 60% of its original value.

The radial winds and vertical motion at

the inner core radii have likewise been greatly altered.
If these hurricane modification

results are realistic, then a large

potential for alleviating hurricane destruction may be possible.

These

modeling results appear to warrent more study and discussion.
d.

Individual cumulus model
R. Lopez's (1973a, 1973b) whole life cumulus cloud model offers fur-

ther supporting evidence to the carbon dust heating hypothesis.

This

model has been used to test the influence of increased boundary layer
temperature and relative humidity on individual cumulus growth.
Fig. 13 shows a cloud top vs. time diagram of different cumulus clouds
that have had their boundary layer temperature increased by various
amounts.

Cloud (a) is the null case.

The other clouds which grow higher

and more rapidly have had their boundary layer temperature values (T

)

BL

increased by the amount specified.

Note that temperature increases of

but 1 or 2 degrees in the boundary layer can lead to significantly more
intense cumulus convection (with all other factors held constant).
Fig. 14 shows a similar influence for a two gram per kilogram increase in the boundary layer specific humidity with all other influences
held constant.

Here again the cumulus convection is much more intense.

Thus, it appears that an energy or moisture input into the boundary
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Fig.

13.

Time vs. height diagram of cumu~usgrowth for a towering cumulus
(a) of Lopez's (1972) whole ~ife cloud model. The other curves
portray the increased growth rates and heights of this same
cloud if the boundary layer temperatures (TBL) are increased
by the amounts shown and all other parameters remain the same.

layer would have a very significant

influence

on the enhancement of ex-

tra cumulus convection.
e.

Cloud and cloud environment modeling
H. Orville

(1965a, 1965b, 1968) and his group (O~~e

1970a, 1970b; Chang and Orville,

~973) have investigated

elevated

heat sources on the generation

vection,

and their

dence.

findings

the inf~uence of

and enhancement of cumulus con-

appear to offer

He and his group have shown that

and S~oan,

additio~

elevated

supporting

evi-

heat sources of the
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Time vs. height diagram of cumulus growth for a towering cumulus
(a) of Lopez's (1972) whole life cloud model, and the increased
growth rate and height of the same cloud if U had an extra
boundary layer water vapor content of 2 gm/Kgwith all other
parameters remaining the same.

magnitude 1/4 to 1/2C/hour per 1.00 mb (as developed by mountains) produce substantial

early

day generation

and enhancement of cumulus convec-

tion as compared to the surrounding lower terrain
qualitatively

verified

by anyone living

If dispensed from aircraft
dust heat source is likely
concentration
tive

near the mountains in the summer.

or elevated

terrain,

the proposed carbon

convergence and cumulus convection in se1ec-

areas over land and the ocean.

duced by mountains.

This can be

to act as an elevated heat source and allow for

of lower level

source which is possible

areas.

The magnitude of the elevated

from carbon dust can be as large

If man is able to control

the place,

as that

heat
pro-

time, size
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and intensity of tbis elevated heat source, a significant local stimulation of cumulus convection and precipitation may be possible.
f.

Meso-scale mountain model
Dirks (1969) has developed a 2D meso-scale circulation model with

a sloping (1/10) heat source similar to that developed by a mountain
during its diurnal solar heating cycle.

Starting from rest, Dirks

develops a substantial meso-scale mountain-plains
system after only two hours of integration.

cellular circulation

An analogous type heat

source might also be possible with the carbon dust heating mechanism.
There is much to be learned, however, about how the mountain terrain and
the mountain heat source interact with one another.

Would a similar type

of circulation be developed for an identical heat source without the
mountain?
g.

S~ry

Preliminary numerical modeling evidence indicates that an artificial
heat source of the size and magnitude here discussed would likely have a
beneficial influence on a number of weather modification

schemes.

IV.

COST-BENEFIT CONSIDERATIONS

It is estimated that carbon dust can be generated for about $0.10
per Kg.

A 10 percent cross-sectional area coverage by O.lU radius par-

ticles would require ~ 25 Kg of carbon per km

2

2
(or ~ 200 1bs per n.mi. ).

To cover a (200 km)2 or (100 n.mi.)2 square area would require ~ 1 million
Kg of O.lu carbon particles.

This would result in about 15 percent solar

radiation absorption and would require about $100,000 worth of petroleum
products.

If the cost of dispersal of the carbon from surface sources

(ship and land sites) is 1-2 times the cost of the petroleum products
and the cost of dispersal from aircraft is 3-4 times the cost of the
petroleum, an estimate for a 1 million Kg carbon particle seeding operation
would be:
1) from surface sites ~ $0.3 million, and
2) for aircraft sources ~ $0.5 million.
Please see the papers by Gray (1973) and Frank (1973) for more discussion of the economics of carbon dust dispersion, etc.

It is envisaged

at this time that the surface releases would be used primarily for tropical
and sub-tropical meso-scale precipitation augmentation, cyclone modification, enhancement of snowmelt and most types of fog dissipation.

Air-

craft operations would be more suitable for hurricane destruction a1leviation and certain types of fog dissipation.
a.

Precipitation

augmentation

It is assumed that the surface release of 1 million Kg of carbon
particles into the oceanic boundary layer 1 day or more upwind from a
coastal target area would generate or intensify a meso-scale weather systan.similar to a typical trade wind cloud cluster.

Such clusters give an

average of 2 c~/day of rain over a (500 km)2 area (Gray, 1972).
:L40

However,
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this cost estimate will assume that an average of 2 em of rain will occur
only over an area approximately equal to the carbon seeded area of (100
miles)2.

If half of the rainfall (1 em) could be utilized productively,

the total amount of useful water generated by the system would be approximately 4 x 1014 cm3 or 3 x 105 acre-feet.

The average minimum price for

irrigation water in typical agricultural countries is about $10 per acrefoot.

At that price one system would produce about $3 million of usable

water resulting in a favorable cost-benefit ratio of about 10 to 1.

When

certain areas become desperately in need of rain, the value of usable water
can easily exceed $100 per acre-foot resulting in much more favorable
cost benefit ratios.

It is also possible that the generated system would

rain over an area much larger than (100 miles)2 and on subsequent days.
It is most unlikely that individual cumulus cloud modifications

from

silver iodide or warm cloud seeding are capable of having as profitable
a cost-benefit ratio.
b.

Hurricane damage reduction
A study of hurricane damage in the United States (Howard et al.

1972) showed that, in general, the damage cost of the typical storm is
roughly proportional to the 4th power of the maximum sustained wind
speed.

Accepting their estimates, Fig. 15 was constructed.

This figure

shows the potential economic gains from hurricane damage reduction as a
function of the percent of reduction of maximum sustained surface wind
speeds.

A more extensive discussion of the economics of hurricane dam-

age reduction vs. cost of carbon dust dispersion is given in the report
of Gray, 1973.

Table 4 gives our estimate from the Howard et a1. report

of the damage reduction to modification cost for different storm intensities and percentage maximum wind decreases.

It can be seen that for
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the more intense and hence most damaging storms, favorable cost benefit
ratios of 10-1 to 100-1 may be possible.

Since some hurricanes

can

cause up to $1 billion in destruction plus great loss of human life, the
potential savings might be enormous.
c.

Mid-latitude

cyclone modification

Since this type of modification

has not been analyzed in detail, it

is very difficult to speculate meaningfully

about cost-benefit

However, if it is assumed that a 1 million Kg mid-latitude
ing operation might enhance the precipitation

ratios.

cyclone seed-

occurring in approximately

a

TABLE 4

Ratio of Damage Reduction to Modification Cost for Different
Tropical Cyclones and Percentage Maximum Wind Decreases

Maximum Sustained
Cyclone Surface
Wind (m/sec)

>

Intensity

Percentage Reduction of Maximum Sustained Cyclone
Surface Winds

80 (assuming 2 million
Kg of carbon dust)

1

5

10

20

33

50

711

35/1

70/1

120/1

160/1

200/1

60-80 (assuming 1. 5
million Kg of
carbon dust)

3/1

15/1

35/1

60/1

75/1

95/1

40-60 (assuming 1.0
million Kg of
carbon dust)

1/1

5/1

10/1

18/1

25/1

30/1

25-40 (assuming 0.5
million Kg of
carbon dust)

0

2/1

4/1

6/1

10/1

14/1

(1000 mi1e)2 area by 1%, then about 2 x 105 acre-feet of extra precipitation would be produced.

If half of this water was utilized, about $1

144
million worth of e~tra water would be produced (assuming $10 per acrefoot,

a conservative

price

estimate).

The cost of generating

this

much

carbon from ground sources would be about $100,000 to $200,000 resulting
in 5-1 to 10-1 favorable
speculative

cost-benefit

in that no quantitative

ratios.

These figures

are highly

data on this modification

hypothesis

has been obtained.
d.

Fog dissipation
It

least

should be possible

1 hour earlier

dust seeding.

than the natural

A typical

duled to arrive,

to evaporate certain

the cost of rerouting

Therefore,

may have 30 flights

reroutings.

a typical

fog at

time using carbon

fog at such an airport

could save the cost of 30 flight
that

dissipation

major airport

so dissipating

types of radiation

per hour sche-

one hour earlier

Fabre (1966) has estimated

commercial flight

is about $2500.

approximately $75,000 could be saved for each hour of success-

ful artificial

fog dissipation.

This result

should require

no more than

10,000 to 25,000 lbs of carbon dust produced from ground generators
per pound or less.
sulting
e.

The total

in favorable

at 10C

cost would be only about $1000-$2000 re-

cost-benefit

ratios

of appr~te1y

'V

30-1 to 75-l.

Enhancementof early snowmelt
It is very difficult

type of modification.

to estimate

the possible

However, under certain

the boundary layer over agricultural

climatic

areas for several

10%area coverage of carbon dust and accelerating
the growing season a week or more.
crease agricultural

per acre or more.

output,

from this

conditions

seeding

days with about

snowmelt might lengthen

In some years this

output by at least

$lOO/acre agricultural

benefits

could easily

in-

1%. Based on a rough estimate

of

the savings would be on the order of $1

In some situations

savings many times this

amount might
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be obtained.

Carbon dust at 10% area coverage requires about 1/6 kg of

carbon per acre.

Since the carbon could be generated from relatively

cheap ground sources for about ~ 5-l0~ per Kg, the cost of carbon seeding should be no more than 3(:per acre per day.

Since multiple day use

of the carbon is likely for this large-scale application, a week of
seeding should cost lO~ per acre or less.

This would result in a favor-

able cost-benefit ratio of at least 10-1.
f.

Summary
Although the above estimates are quite crude, they do indicate that

favorable cost-benefit ratios may indeed be realized for a number of
carbon dust schemes.

Even though petroleum prices are likely to continue

to rise in the future, so too will agricultural prices.

These ratios

should not be significantly altered by the rising price of petroleum.

V.

SCIENTIFIC UNKNOWNS AND POTENTIAL PROBLEMS

Although the potential for meso-scale weather modification with
carbon dust appears to be very possible at this time, there is a great
deal more research that must be accomplished.

Much more must be learned

about:
1) The best and most efficient ways of manufacturing carbon dust
from jet engines and in other ways from ship and land sites, and
all the attendant technical problems.
discussed by Stokes in Paper III.
fuels to use?

Some of these have been

What are the best petroleum

Can a good quality control on the size of the

particles be maintained?

Will the small 1/100 to 1/10 micron

particles diffuse out from the jet exhaust without appreciable
agglomeration?

Can we guarantee that the cracking of the hydro-

carbon feedstock will not produce significant amounts of carcinogenic material?
2) How does the carbon horizontally diffuse in the natural environment of the boundary layer and in the area above the boundary
layer?

Will it tend to cluster in selective areas as might be

expected if the boundary layer is structured with horizontal roll
vortices or with Benard type thermal convection?
3) How will the carbon warming affect the vertical diffusion and
advection of the carbon dust during the heating day?

How will

the shielding of the carbon by the clouds affect the energy gain?
These are both potentially serious problems.

It may prove to be

difficult to hold a high percentage of the carbon dust within
the boundary layer during the solar heating day.

The initial

morning heating will likely cause early day convection and lead
146
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to significant boundary layer carbon loss.

If spread evenly over

large areas, however, the carbon loss in 10 hours through upward
advection should not lead to massive dust depletion out of the
lowest 200-300

mh.

When the carbon stimulates extra convection, an additional
local up and down recycling of mass occurs.

In these situations,

the mean motion is not representative of the actual vertical
motion.

As previously discussed by Gray (1973) for tropical

cloud clusters, the mean vertical motion at cloud base is but a
fraction of the actual up-and-down local circulation.

If the

carbon dust stimulates very active cumulus convection, then it
is likely that an extra up-and-down circulation perhaps 5 to 10
times the mean vertical circulation will occur.

In a 10 hour

period this extra upward circulation may advect as much as half
to two-thirds of the sub-cloud layer mass to higher levels and
largely replace it by descending motion surrounding the cumulus.
The carbon induced solar heating inputs to the boundary layer are
thus likely to be significantly reduced, especially during the
latter part of the heating day.
A large portion of this sub-cloud layer heating loss by upward carbon advection will be made up for by a compensating heat
gain at levels just above the boundary layer.

Much of the carbon

dust to leave the sub-cloud layer will be carried upward by the
small cumulus or stratocumulus and will remain within the lower
troposphere.
minutes.

These smaller cumulus have lifetimes of but 10-20

As they die out, the carbon they captured from lower

levels should again be liberated for solar absorption, although
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in-drop agglomeration will
mass ratios.
later

Someof the upward advected carbon particles

be carried

back into the sub-cloud layer

and again be available
the carbon carried
raindrops

reduce the high energy absorption

for low-level

upward in tall

solar

will

in downdraft motions

energy input.

cumulus or that

during the 10 hour solar

to

Only

scavenged by

heating period will

be lost

from the lower troposphere.
Additional

loss of heating will

the carbon dust.

result

from clouds sheltering

This is only a significant

problem with the de-

velopment of layered clouds,

since the meso-scale area percentage

coverage with cumulus is typically
of the solar

radiation

penetrates

less

than 5-10 percent.

through the majority

cloud decks which are not surrounding active
It may prove more desirable
layer
this

just

stable

16 and 17,

hold the heating without convection for a much

than would be possible

tive

Cb convection.

As shown in Figs.

longer period and permit a higher level

induced just

of cirrus

to seed the more thermally

above the sub-cloud region.

layer will

Most

of solar

in the boundary layer.

above the boundary layer

energy gain

Vertical

should be nearly

in inducing meso-scale convergence as that

motion
as effec-

in the boundary

layer.
Despite these losses
is expected that

in optimum sub-cloud layer heating,

the largest
2

of about 110 calories/cm

part

of the theoretical

total
will

energy.

energy gains

for 10%carbon coverage will

ceived by the atmosphere below 600-700 mb - the level
Meso-scale energy gain at levels

enhance the meso-scale low level

vertical

it

be reof minimum

below 600-700 mb
motion and lead
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Typical vertical profile of virtual potential temperature (6v)
over the oceans (left), possible 6v profile after carbon dust
heating of the boundary layer to decrease stability (center),
and 6v profile after placing a carbon dust cloud at the cumulus
cloud base to inhibit early day cumulus convection (right).
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Typical morning profile of virtual potential temperature (6v)
over land (left), possible 6v profile after both natural and
carbon dust heating of the boundary layer to decrease stability
(center), and possible 6v profile after placing a carbon cloud
at the condensation level to inhibit early day convection
(right).
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to lower tropospheric convergence •. Increased relative humidity
and extra precipitation should follow.

It must also be remem-

bered that the extra evaporation rates are dependent on a downward mixing of upper level air.

Much of the loss of thermal

energy will be compensated for by a gain of moist energy.
We do not expect to be able to tap all of the potential
artificial solar energy which is available.

The carbon dust

hypothesis does not depend on complete realization of all potentially available solar radiation.

The assumed absorption

values represent only about 15% of the total incident solar
radiation.

It is expected that beneficial weather changes can

be brought about by only a 25 to 50 percent utilization of the
theoretical values shown.

A 25 percent utilization of the po-

tential carbon dust solar energy gains still represents a 5
billion cal/lb solar energy source.
from evaporation.

Extra energy will result

We expect the cloud and cloud environment

numerical models to give considerable insight into this problem.
It is hoped that models will be developed which will treat the
carbon dust as a variable and explicitly follow it in the model.
4) The amount of extra evaporation which will occur due to the downward mixing of drying air to the sea surface mus t be better
specified and its later influence on cumulus enhancement better
understood.

What are these quantitative values?

5) To what extent will the artificially enhanced cumulus convection
act as a 'feed back' mechanism to further intensify the mesoscale flow system in which it is embedded?

To what extent will

the tropospheric vertical wind shear of the artificially enhanced
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meso-system inhibit

a cumulus convection feed back?

basic meteorology problems which are presently
a variety

of meteorological

These are

being attacked by

groups under the overall

objectives

of the GARP
program.
6) If carbon dust induced extra precipitation
are the best estimates
hurricane
tential

of the economic gains to be realized?

inner core structure

economic gains?

beneficially

utilized

can be achieved, what
If

can be weakened, what are the po-

In what other ways might carbon dust be

by man?

7) Although, as discussed in Paper IV, no rational
problems are foreseen,

all

environmental

aspects of the pollution

questions must be considered.

A larger

and health

number of environmental

experts must be consulted and a broad ran.gins dialogue on this
subject
a.

started.

Summary
There are many problems to be investigated

carbon dust can be fully
tion of this

subject

realized.

Nevertheless,

leads us to believe

questions and problems will,

before the potential
our careful

of

considera-

that these as yet unresolved

with more study and experiment, be shown

not to be insurmountable hurdles.

VI.

PROPOSED RESEARCH PROGRAM

The authors believe that a broad ranging research program on the
feasibility of weather modification
started.

from carbon dust seeding should be

Research should be directed in four topic areas.

They are:

a) numerical modeling studies,
b) observational studies of naturally occurring meso-scale heat
sources,
c) engineering and field test studies,
d) economic studies of potential modification influence.

a.

Numerical modelinR studies
It is crucially important that numerical simulations of the influence

of carbon dust heat sources on several different scales of motion be conducted on many different types of models.

These models in combination

are likely to determine the atmospheric response to the proposed heating
mechanism.

The a.reas which~shou-ld

b..e-modeled include:

1) Individual cumulus modeling.

Individual cumulus modeling is re-

quired to more thoroughly study the influence of local convergence
and heat and moisture sources and sinks on individual cumulus
convection.

These models will also aid in the study of carbon

dust diffusion and dispersion.
2} Cloud-cloud environment modelin~.

This type of modeling should

simulate the influence of carbon dust heating on cloud and precipitation stimulation.

It will also allow the determination
of
,

carbon dust trajectories and changes of carbon concentration
with time both in and around the cloud.
3} Meso-scale tropical modeling.

Meso-scale modeling of the tropical

atmosphere will simulate the carbon dust enhanced cumulus con-
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vection on a size and time scale larger than that accomplished
by cloud-cloud environment modeling.

It will deal with pre-

cipitation enhancement associated with the carbon dust induced
tropical cloud cluster genesis and its intensification, etc.
4) Small-scale boundary layer simulations.

Modeling of moist

boundary layer response to forced heating is desirable to determine the character of the cumulus response to varying lapserate, moisture, wind patterns, etc.
layer response?
vary?

How

How rapid is the boundary

do the cumulus sizes and area coverages

This model should also permit analysis of the amount

of extra carbon dust inducted evaporation.
5) Tropical storm modeling.

It is desirable to evaluate the carbon

dust hurricane wind reduction hypothesis using a variety of
tropical storm models.

What is the best way to alter the tropical

storm?
The above types of numerical models can treat the artificial carbon
dust heat source on a variety of scales of motion.

It is expected that

considerable insight into the potential for this type of weather modification will result from such model studies.
b.

Proposed observational program
Extensive observational studies should be conducted to better define

and better understand naturally occurring heat and energy sources.

Many

of the questions we have concerning the potential influence of carbon
dust heat sources may likely be found in the available meteorological

ob-

servations if we make the effort to look at all the available data sources.
These observational studies should include:
1) Extensive satellite investigation of cloud development in asso-
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ciation with islands and peninsulas.

The synchronous satellite

pictures should be the primary tool for this.

The regular weather

satellites should also be used.
2) More sea-breeze studies should be accomplished.
of the meso-scale source influence.
to be obtained.

They are a part

Extra insights are likely

More radar studies of cumulus convection near

coasts, islands and peninsulas will be made.
radars at Key West, Miami, App1a1achaco1a,

The good weather

and along the Gulf

and United States Coasts can likely be very well exploited for
better understanding of the influence of daytime heat sources.
3) Observational investigations of the influence of surrounding seasurface temperatures on hurricane and typhoon intensity should
be made.

As hurricanes move northward to extra-tropical latitudes,

they sometimes intensify for 12-18 hours before weakening.

This

is be1ieve~ to result from an increase of the surrounding vertical stability as cold air begins to surround the storm while
the center stays warm.

This is likely to be an analogous but

opposite influence to the proposed carbon dust heating of the
surrounding hurricane circulation.

In the former situation the

storms strengthen from the stabilizing of the boundary layer.

In

the latter case they are hypothesized to weaken from an opposite
influence .• Studies lik.e this are likely to give important verifying information abou t the association of outer hurricane
thermal stability and hurricane inner-core intensity.
4) More observational studies of the influence of mountains and
terrain features on the diurnal cycle of cumulus convection
should also be accomplished along the lines of Henz's Cop.cit.)
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study.

There are many sources of information which can be

studied from this point of view.

Mountain and terrain heat

sources are believed to be reasonably analogous to the type
of heat source which is possible from carbon dust.
5) The effects of naturally occurring large local concentrations
of aerosols on the atmosphere should be further studied to
determine if any significant similarities exist between the
effects of carbon dust and those of other natural or man-induced
aerosols.
6) More detailed satellite observations of clouds over land areas
should be made to determine the correlation between morning clear
areas and afternoon thunderstorm locations as is being researched
by Purdom (op~cit.).

How are the daily heating and the vertical

stability curves altered?
c.

Engineering and field test program.
Engineering tests.

Paper III discussed the technical feasibility of

carbon dust generation from jet aircraft engines.
lems are envisaged.

No insurmountable prob-

However, much study and testing must go on before all

of the engineering technicalities of the best method of carbon dust generation can be specified.
In the initial development stages of this project, field programs will
probably be accomplished from ground sources only.

The deployment and

alteration of jet aircraft is believed to be too expensive for early tests.
This can be accomplished at a later date.
The exact modifications

to an existing jet engine required to pro-

duce the necessary sizes and amounts of carbon dust must be better determined.

First, an after-burner type jet engine must be obtained and
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testing begun to determine the quantity, particle size, cost, etc., of
the carbon generated.
up and test it.
States.

A sub-contractor must be found to set too engine

There are few jet engine test facilities in the United

At certain of these facilities, such as the Naval Air Station

in Trenton, New Jersey, testing would probably not be feasible because of
the large smoke plume.

The Air Force has test facilities at remote sites

in Tennessee and at Edwards Air Force Base in California.
is possible at these locations.

Smoke testing

Another facility is located in a jungle

type region near West Palm Beach, Florida.
Once the necessary engine modifications have been tested, the generator shoul~ be evaluated with respect to its airborne operational capability.

These test operations would be necessarily more complex.

The

modified engine would have to be operated on an engine test stand to
evaluate performance characteristics and to permit more detailed analysis
of its operation.

We envisage this stage of development as best being

accomplished after a number of ground-based field tests have been completed to substantiate the atmospheric response to the carbon heat source.
Field tests.

Once a ground-based carbon generator has been designed,

fabricated, and tested, two stages of field operations should likely be
undertaken.

The first stage would consist of small scale plume genera-

tion and evaluation tests while the second would entail a large scale
field program designed to evaluate atmospheric response to the carbon
heat source.
The small scale test would probably entail only one or two carbon
generators.

Carbon dust plwnes would be generated over an uninhabited

area such as the ocean just northeast of Key West or in one of the western deserts.

Using aircraft and mobile ground observers, measurements
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would be taken to determine carbon particle concentrations and size
distributions, radiation attenuation, and sensible temperature changes.
Position of the carbon dust cloud would be recorded, and environmental
parameters would be monitored.

The results of this first test should

provide quantitative data regarding the production of carbon dust and
the amounts of solar energy absorbed by the carbon clouds as well as
estimates of the motion and diffusion of the carbon dust under various
weather conditions.

Any atmospheric responses to the plume would be

noted, but these effects should be small due to the ~
carbon which would be utilized in these initial tests.

amounts of
The location

of the test site is not critical for this type of operation.
If the small scale tests prove successful, a larger scale field program should be undertaken.

The purposes of this second field program

would be to demonstrate the feasibility of dispersing a large amount of
carbon dust (probably 100,000 Kg or more) into a carbon cloud of the dimensions and characteristics desired and to produce a detectable atmospheric
response.

This operation would be carried out on a large enough scale so

that the results of a few runs should give a strong indication of the feasibility of the proposed full scale carbon modification programs.
This large field test program should be carried out in an environment similar to that proposed for the full scale modification operations
and also one free from initial pollution considerations.

The two ground

sites which seem to offer the best combination of logistical and support
capabilities, climatological conditions, and minimum possible pollution
potential are the western end of the Florida Keys and the Mariana Islands
in the Pacific, specifically Guam, Rota or Saipan.

Both of these sites

are located in the trade winds so that carbon plumes could be generated
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simultaneously from a number of points on their western coasts merging into
a single carbon cloud downwind over the ocean.

The preferable location

for this large scale program is the Florida Keys.

If the politically

sensitive question of pollution were to touch off irrational and emotional
problems ~ then it might be necessary to move the field test site to Guam
or one of the islands just north of Guam.

As discussed in Paper IV,

there appear to be no valid rational pollution problems for a seeding
operation which creates a carbon cloud over the ocean .• Both sites
offer good logistical support facilities and radar coverage for monitoring
the tests.

The primary disadvantage of operating in the Mariana Islands

is the large distance from the continental United States.

If long lead

time planning were accomplished, the Mariana Island location should prove
to be satisfactory.
ity basis.

Military transportation is available on a low prior-

The primary disadvantage of the Florida Keys site is the large

recreational tourist industry in this area.

Precautions would have to be

taken to avoid conflicts with private fishing boats in the dispersal area
on test days.

However, a large portion of the sea area likely to be affected

is a U.s. Navy and Air Force operational training area subject to their
control.

This should facilitate coordination of the testing with local

interests.
Either of the above sites should prove suitable for a large scale
field operation of the proposed dimensions.

The exact scale and nature

of the program would be determined by the results of the previous testing.
The ultimate purpose of the field programs would be to obtain enough
information concerning the feasibility question to reach a yes or no
decision such that if yes, a large governmental agency could step in
and undertake an expansion of the program in a number of directions.
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d.

Economic studies
Economic studies must be undertaken simultaneously with the

theoretical and engineering studies.

As more quantitative data is

obtained from the modeling and observational studies more detailed
studies must be accomplished concerning the individual regional potential cost-benefit ratios of the various proposed schemes.

Each type

of operation can be analyzed in terms of economic potentials.

Before

operational modifications can be undertaken, the exact target sites
must be carefully studied so that the potential effects of the operation
upon all facets of the regional economy are well understood.

VII.

COMPARISON OF CARBON DUST AND SILVER IODIDE MODIFICATION

TECHNIQUES

Weather modification

over the last quarter-century has been almost

exclusively concerned with the use of silver iodide to freeze supercooled cloud material.

Space and time scales of modification have been

restricted to those of the cloud.

This type of modification requires

the presence of preexisting super-cooled clouds which, due to the typically large variations of convective activity, are often not available.
The effectiveness of the silver iodide scheme is thus limited by both
the amount of super-cooled water available and by the cloud enhancement potential of the release of heat of fusion.

By contrast, the

potential for energy gain from carbon dust seeding is not restricted
by the amount of convective activity or, disregarding cost, by space
scale.
As extensively discussed by Simpson (1970), Woodley (1970) and
Simpson and Woodley (1971), direct enhancement of individual cumulus
cells appears to be feasible.

However, it has not yet been demonstrated

that seeding of individual cumulus clouds to increase precipitation
can be cost-effective except in special cases as may be possible over
southern Florida.

In addition, the times and locations of applications

of individual cloud seeding are quite limited by the special conditions
required for economic gain.by this type of seeding.

It would appear

that greater potential econ.omic benefit may be possible from modification
of the atmosphere on a larger scale.
The primary problem with silver iodide as a meso-scale modification
agent is that much of the heat gained from the extfra cumulus convection
does not result in a sufficient energy accumulation.
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Much of the 1ibera-
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ted heat of fusion goes to increased cloud vertical motion and potential
energy gain which is exported to the surroundings without local energy
gain.

In addition, energy is lost when the extra condensed and frozen

cloud material later melts and reevaporates.
directly warms the atmosphere.

In contrast, carbon dust

Much larger energy accumulations are

possible.
The evaluation of carbon dust modification experiments should be
considerably easier than the evaluation of silver iodide experiments.
This is because:
1) With silver iodide one is always operating within the natural
atmospheric

'noise' level.

Hypothesis verifications require

long and complicated radomized sampling.

By contrast, carbon

dust modification on the meso-scale is likely to produce influences large enough such that verification will be 'self
evident' to a considerable extent.

Complicated verification

is likely not to be necessary.
2) The carbon dust radiation induced influences on the atmosphere
can be much more readily understood and numerical models developed to simulate these influences.

By contrast, the funda-

mental physical processes associated with cloud drop formation,
freezing, accretion, etc. are not as well understood at this
time.

Numerical modeling of cloud micro-physical

processes is

very complicated and the results accepted with less confidence.
It may be beneficial to employ the silver iodide type of cumulus
enhancement techniques in conjunction with the carbon dust seeding.
Meso-scale atmospheric response might be enhanced if the carbon dust
was used to create or stimulate a meso-scale cumulus convective system
and silver iodide seeding was then employed to further enlarge the already existing cumulus elements.

VIII •. RESEARCH JUSTIFICATION
Continued research
dification

concerning large-scale

appears to be well justified

carbon dust weather mo-

on scientific,

economic and

humanitarian grounds.
1) Predicted

future

man fully
tion.

global water and food shortages dictate

explore his potential

for beneficial

weather modifica-

Even if man does not now contemplate using many of the

schemes studied,

it

is important to have multiple modification

techniques "on the shelf"
weather catastrophies.

as insurance in case of unforeseen

Weare all

aware of the severe detri-

mental consequences which weather catastrophies
ness the Bangladesh tropical

may result
similar

A variety

situations.

and a new avenue of direction.

to have a new stimulus

Modification efforts

century have been almost exclusively

bringing about changes in individual
clouds.

of future benefits

if man is able to develop programs to meet these and

2) It is important for weather modification

quarter

directed

in the last
towards

clouds or small groups of

It is time for man to consider weather modification

other physical hypotheses and on other scales
3) A considerable

investment of scientific

models treating

now available.
tested

a variety

The influence

from

of motion.

manpowerand funds have

gone into the development of numerical models.
ological

can have; wit-

storm of December1970 and the

recent draught in North Africa.

readily

that

Manyfine metero-

of atmospheric phenomenaare

of carbon dust heat sources can be

in most of these numerical models with only small

model alterations

•. This will
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offer

a greater

utilization

of these
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models~ and will
minimumcost.
scales

allow for a great

The physical

processes

of motion are muchbetter

and microphysical
cloud alteration.
hypothesis

deal of hypotheses testing
on the meso and synoptic

understood than the sub-cloud

processes which are necessary
Therefore,

it

is likely

are very likely

a.

to be uncovered by this

energy, urban pollution

research.

and useful

Muchof the
to studies

in

abatement, and weather forecasting.

is important that man explore all

aspects

of solar

energy.

Summary
Research on the potential

by the likely
fall

than the

uses of the carbon dust heat source

knowledge gained maywell be relevant

It

the 'carbon dust'

can be modeled.

4) A number of other beneficial

solar

that

for individual

can be simulated in numerical models better

sub-cumulus processes

at

future

use of carbon dust seems well justified

needs of mankind for more reliable

and other weather related

amounts of rain-

benefits.
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APPENDIX A.
Equations for absorption, reflection, and transmission of incident solar
radiation, derived by Korb and Moller (1962) from Chandrasehkar's

equa-

tion of radiative transfer.
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~ =

Transmitted
Reflected

A.r = Absorbed
T
TT

0

=

where
1 - q

1

(A 1 5 )
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q

= As

1

[

(N'-M') (Q/p _ P/Q)e-t + (M'-N') (e-tl:E:F_e+tlRF)

2

(Q/p)etffl _ (p/Q) e

-t

(A 1 6)

IEF

-(N' -M') ]
(A 1 7)

where
A
q

s

(N'-M') [e-(t-IKF t)_e-(t+tlKF)] + (M'+N') (p/Q - Q/P)

[~

(A18)

=-

2

2

(9) e till

P

_ (~) e-t /EF
Q

+ e-t(2+M'+N')]
G'

=

(a -

S)

(1 - K )
A

(A 1 9)

(A 2 0)

K' =EH'

-

G'

(A 21 )

L' = FG'

-

H'

(A 2 2)

K'

(A 2 3 )

M' =-l-EF

L'

N' =-l-EF

A
a

= albedo expressed as a percentage

s

=

.275

8 = .135
y

(A24)

=

.590

mean scattering coefficients
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APPENDIX B
PROPOSED DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND TESTING OF CARBON BLACK GENERATORS
by

Charles A. Stokes and Richard S. Reed
157 Hun Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(Consultant to Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO)
This appendix discusses many of the proposed design and test procedures for the modification of jet engines to generate carbon black dust
from surface or airborne sources.
I.

a.

PROPOSED DESIGN

Sources of information
Discussions were held with Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division of

United Aircraft Corporation and with General Electric Company's Advanced
Engineering and Technology Programs Department.

The basis for design of

facilities for carbon black production is our general background in the
industry and patent literature.
b.

Approaches
Two methods of producing carbon black in a jet engine were considered.

In one carbon black feedstock (CBF) is injected into the engine in or
near the plane of the V-gutters (see Figure 1 of paper II).

The advantage

of this method is that it requires only slight modification of the engine
and is relatively free of the problems associated with injection of oil
into very high temperature areas.

The problem with this method is that

there is a lot of oxygen present at the injection point and carbon black
feedstock is as likely to be consumed as JP-4 fuel.

It was suggested

that the vaporized CBF would tend to go through the engine in streaks with
limited mixing, and therefore would produce a reasonably good yield of
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carbon.

However, it is probable that a large share of the carbon black

feedstock would be burnt rather than cracked and that the yield of carbon
would be quite low.

A further complication of the addition of fuel well

in excess of stoichiometric quantities is that flame stability might be
poor.

Finally, the increased luminousity of the flame and attendant

increased radiation to the wall could easily cause overheating of the
liner of the afterburner.
The second way of using a jet engine for carbon black production
is the one which has been studied most.

It consists of using a jet

engine substantially as it is intended to operate except that instead of
direct flow from the afterburner to the propulsion nozzle a section is
added between these two components for carbon black production (see
Fig. 2 of Paper III).
It is only at the outlet of the afterburner that the flame envelopes
from various fuel inlet points have merged and that a reasonably cons istent temperature profile across the chamber is obtained.
0

is about 3,500 F at the center of the chamber.

This temperature

It falls gradually to

o

around 3,000 F, a fraction of an inch from the wall, and by means of
perforations in the liner of the afterburner a lower temperature film
is maintained next to the metal surface.
0

liner of the afterburner is 1,400

The temperature of the metal
0

to 1,500 F.

Our plan would separate

the nozzle, currently attached to the afterburner, and insert a section
6 feet long, and of the same internal diameter as the afterburner, between the afterburner and the exhaust nozzle.

This should provide the

conditions necessary to produce carbon black at high yields.
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c.

Suitable engines
Both manufacturers of engines (Pratt & Whitney and General Electric)

agreed that for the purposes of this project, the best engines to use
are some of the earlier models.

These less advanced engines would be

easier to modify and more readily available.
Pratt & Whitney suggested the J57 as a suitable engine.

This engine

has an "air rate"* of 100 lb/sec and an overall fuel consumption of .065
lbs. of fuel per lb. of air.

The portion of this which is of concern is

the .045 lbs. of fuel per lb. of air which is consumed in the afterburner.
For this project's purposes, the afterburner performs the same functions
as the blast combustors in a conventional carbon black furnace.

The Jp-4

rate could be reduced to 3.0 lbs/sec to provide some air for the carbon
section and feed about 10 lbs/sec of CBF.

At a yield of 4.5 lbs/gallon

this ~ould make about 5.0 lbs. of carbon black per second.

This would

amount to a production of 18,000 lbs. of carbon black per engine per hour.
General Electric has suggested a larger engine, the J79, which has
an air rate of 170 lb/sec.

Fuel combustion ratios in turbine and after-

burner are approximately the same, so a carbon production of 30,000 lb/hr
per engine could be obtained.

For test purposes, General Electric sug-

gested the use of a J85 which is about one third the size of a J79.
They do not foresee any problems in translating information obtained on
the J85 to the J79.
* This' is the total quantity of air entering the engine and is a
common measure of engine size.
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d.

Characteristics of jet engines
Arrangements of the J57 and the J79~ and all other engines that would

be cansidered~ are sufficiently similar to be represented by Fig. l(Paper
III).

This figure shows the air coming from the turbine section to the

afterburner.

The ratio of fuel to air in an engine is such that approxi-

mately one quarter

0f

the oxygen content of the entering air has been con-

sumed in the turbine section.

The temperature of the air entering the

afterburner ranges from 1~000

o

0

to l~200 F.

velocity entering the afterburner.

Engines do differ in the air

In the J57~ this velocity may be close

to 500 ft/sec but with the J79~ a diffuser is used to increase the afterburner pressure~ and this results in a reduction in the velocity to something in the neighborhood of 300 ft/sec.

These design differences have an

effect on the length of carbon producing sections required to obtain a
given contact time and~ therefore~ may be important to the selection of the
most appropriate engine.
JP-4 fuel is admitted to the afterburner section through a number of
axially oriented tubes with holes drilled at 90

o

to the gas flow.

The oil

is quickly vaporized at the temperature of the surrounding air and the
vapor is mixed with the air by the V-gutters~ which may be arranged in many
different patterns.

In every case~ the function of the V-gutters is to mix

and to stabilize the flame.

Flame envelopes initiate immediately down

stream from the V-gutters and then merge prior to the exit nozzle.

Tem-

perature profiles across the stream are very uneven until the entrance to
the nozzle is approached.

At that point ~ a reasonable estimate of the bulk

stream temperature would be 3~OOOF.

To protect the liner of the afterburner

from excessive heat~ air is bypassed around the turbine and admitted at
the b,eginning of the afterburner ~ along the length of the afterburner
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through the holes drilled in the liner, and again just prior to the
discharge nozzle.

These air flows are carefully balanced, and any change

in flame characteristics would require adjustment of the air distribution
to maintain the metal temperatures below 1,600 F.

The outlet nozzle is

automatically regulated to maintain the desired pressure in the afterburner.

Velocity in the throat of the discharge nozzle is always the

sonic velocity at the conditions present.
At the bottom of Fig. 1 of Paper III, the temperature profile through
the afterburner is shown along with the velocity profile for an engine in
normal full load operation.

The change in velocity is due to temperature

and pressure changes since the increase in moles of gases due to combustion is slight.

The exhaust of a jet engine normally contains 5% excess

air.

e•

Engine modifications
To make carbon black efficiently, the conditions needed at the point

where the oil is injected are:

as high a temperature as possible, excess

air in the range of 140 to 180%, a high degree of turbulence, and sufficient residence time at temperature to permit the cracking reaction to
take place.

A standard engine could be run to provide a temperature

near the outlet of the afterburner of 2,500 F to 3,000 F.
be sufficient.

This should

The quantity of air entering the afterburner is fixed

by the turbine speed.

By reducing the quantity of jp-4 burnt in the

afterburner the amount of excess air required by the carbon section can
be provided.

The requirement of a high degree of turbulence is met.

The requirement for residence time for the cracking reaction is not met
and is the basis for the need for a separate carbon producing section
following the afterburner.
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The primary modification required to make a jet engine an efficient
carbon black producer is addition of a chamber in which the carbon black
feedstock can be mixed with the hot gases from the afterburner, and given
sufficient time, to condense or polymerize into primary carbon particles.
No other basic changes in the operation of the jet engine occur as a
result of adding a tailpipe extension and means for CBF oil addition.
The additional volume produced by vaporizing carbon black feedstock oil
is not a major volume increase to the system, and any change in pressure
which might tend to occur as a result of it would be compensated for by
the automatic control on the nozzle.
Fig. 2 (Paper III) shows the arrangement of an engine as it would
appear after addition of the carbon black producing section.

A typical air

velocity in this section would be about 800 ft/sec; therefore, a residence
time of 7.5 milliseconds would be obtained by addition of this section.
Decomposition of the carbon black feedstock is an endothermic reaction.
The heat for this reaction is provided by burning a portion of the feedstock.

The amount which burns is controlled by regulating the amount of

excess air available at the point where the carbon black feedstock is
admitted.

Since the amount of air brought through the engine is fixed,

the primary control is therefore the amount of JP-4 admitted to the afterburner.

In the temperature profile of Fig. 2 (Paper III), it has been as-

sumed that an amount of excess air for the carbon section exists which is
optimum from the standpoint of carbon production efficiency rather than
propulsion.

The engine will continue to provide almost as much thrust when

making carbon black as when not.

Thus, the velocity profile of this figure

indicates that velocity is almost entirely a function of the temperature
and is little influenced by the combustion reactions and the gas resulting
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from the cracking of the carbon black feedstock.

In a rigorous analysis

the influence of these components will need to be calculated, but their
mass is so small in comparison with the system that it is negligible for
our purposes.

f.

Thermodynamics
The effect of adding a carbon production section to a standard jet

engine can best be appreciated through a review of the thermodynamics of
the complete system to which this unit has been added.

Fig. A and calcu-

lations accompanying it provide such a review based on conditions typical
of the engines recommended.

The equipment and the cycle, in temperature-

entropy coordinates, are shown in Fig. A.

In this cycle, the work done

by the turbine is just sufficient to drive the compressor.

The gases are

expanded in the turbine to a pressure such that the turbine work is equal
to the compressor work.

The exhaust pressure of the turbine is above

that of the surroundings, and the gas can be expanded in the nozzle to the
pressure of the surroundings.

This is the situation of a jet engine

without afterburner, and its cycle is that of points 1, 2, 3, and 4 on
the T8 diagram.

Since the temperatures in and out of the compressor are

known, we can calculate the work and from it the temperature out of the
turbine.

This calculates to 1,300 F which is 100

o

higher than the

temperature which both GE and Pratt & Whitney said would occur.

Since

the calculations in this paper are based on an ideal cycle, it is expected
that they would come out higher than an actual cycle, due to the irreversibilities in the compressor and turbine .and because of the pressure
drop in the flow passages and combustion chamber.

Adjusting to the

temperature measured in practice of 1,200 F, the calculated pressure in
the afterburner is 33psi.

In normal use the amount of fuel burnt in the

afterburner is varied to produce the thrust desired, but the maximum
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(
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CARBON MAKE SECTION
TEMPERATURE
AT OUTLET WILL DEPEND ON AMOUNT OF OXYGEN
PRESENT FOR COMBUSTION TO BALANCE ENDOTHERMIC CRACKING
REACTION
T6= 2,500

F ESTIMATED

P6= 33.0

PSI

VELOCITIES FOR ENGINE USING 100 LB/SEC
AIR (J57)
AND WITH
30 INCH ID AFTERBURNER
AND CARBON MAKE SECTION.
100
0.29 = 3.448

MOLS I SEC

A=7T'(1.25)2=4.91

FT2

v = 3.448
4

V5= 356

v.6= 356

1460
14.7=
x 460 x 33

(359)
4.91

X

3460
1460

x 2960
1460

= 844

=

356

FT /5fC

FT ISEC

721 FT ISEC

JET ENGINE NOZZLES
ADJUST AUTOMATICALLY
TO MAINTAIN SONIC VELOCITY
IN THE NOZZLE
THROAT. THIS SYSTEM
IS A CONVERGENT NOZZLE.
ENGINES ACTUALLY
HAVE A
SLIGHT
DIVERGENCE
FOLLOWING
THE THROAT, BUT ITS
EFFECT IS NEGLIGIBLE.

Vo=720
Po=33.0
To=2,500

FT ISEC
PS I
F

P*=17.4 PSI
T* = 2p05
F, Pe=14.0 PSI
V*=2,440
FT/SEC
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FROM GAS TABLE

FOR MACH = I

p*

p

= 0.528

o

p*= 0.528 (33) = 17.4 PSI CHOKED CONDITION
DECREASING BACK PRESSURE WILL NOT INCREASE FLOW

T*

-:;:=0.833

T*=0.833(2,960)=

2,465R

= 2,005

o

V*= SONIC =./ kg RT
4

= ./1.4(32.17)(53.34)

(2,465)

= ./ 5,92 I,700
= 2,440

p*=

P*

RT*

FT /SE C

17.4(144)

= 53.34 (2,465)

_
-0.01906

3

LB/FT

MASS RATE OF FLOW = m = p AV
= 0.01906 (3.27)(2,440)
= 152 LB/SEC

F
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consumption of fuel is limited by the available air.

At maximum burning

rate in the afterburner, the temperature at the exit of the afterburner
is reported to average 3,000 F.
occurs at this point.

The first modification of the cycle

The amount of fuel burnt in the afterburners is

reduced and, consequently, reduces somewhat the final temperature of the
gases leaving the afterburner in order to supply the following section
in which carbon black is made with an appropriate amount of air.

Point

5 and dotted lines indicate the change this makes in the TS diagram.
The amount of carbon black feedstock admitted to the engine can be varied
and, therefore, can balance the heat liberation with the endothermic
requirement of cracking to produce a fairly uniform temperature through
the carbon black section.
2,500 F.

Point 6 is therefore shown tentatively as

Since jet engines operate at sonic velocity in the nozzle

throat, this velocity is calculated to be 2,440 ft/sec under the control
conditions we have chosen for our engine to produce.

Under these condi-

tions. the temperature at the nozzle throat is 2,000 F.
Gas velocity at the entrance to the carbon production section is
about 840 ft/sec, and at the exit of the section it is about 720 ft/sec.
At average velocity approximately 1.25 milliseconds of contact time is
obtained for each foot added to the carbon black production section.
The 7~ milliseconds contact time provided by a 6 foot extension is
believed to be adequate to obtain high carbon yields.
g.

Design considerations
There are two types of design considerations.

One is a modification

required for any testing, ground or airborne; the other is the support
and structural features which will be required for the modified engine
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ta enable it to be mounted on an aircraft.

It is proposed that all

questions relating to how the engine would be mounted on an aircraft be
deferred until ground level testing problems have been solved.

Therefore,

the two main design problems are how to inject feedstock oil into the
high temperature gas stream, and how to protect the walls of the carbon
black generator from excess temperature.
In order to get rapid mixing of the feedstock before it is carried
through the extended tailpipe provided for its decomposition, it is
important to distribute the oil very well by means of multiple nozzles.
The temperature at the point where the nozzles are introduced will be
approximately 3,000 F.
protect them.

Therefore, a cooling system will be necessary to

At the same time, it is preferred that the feedstock

enter as a vapor since this will improve mixing.

A review should be

made of the nozzles developed by the carbon black industry where this
problem is not unique.

It may be necessary to design a more elaborate

cooling system for nozzles than has been necessary heretofore.
The system devised by jet engine manufacturers of using air which
has bypassed the forward part of the engine as a cooling film, introduced
through the liner of the afterburner, is an excellent one when there is
always excess air in the combustion chamber.

In the carbon black produc-

tion section the last two-thirds will contain free hydrogen.
we cannot admit air for cooling of the walls.

Therefore,

The alternatives that are

open are cooling of the liner by means of air flowing on the.outside of
it, not through holes into the reaction chamber, or refractory lining
of the walls of the carbon production section.
In ground tests a blower would be required to provide air for the
cooling of the liner by heat transfer.

In airborne units this could be
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accomplished by air scoops.

The problem with this method of cooling is

that it might not be effective enough to prevent failure of the liner.
General Electric ran some tests of refractory lined afterburners not long
ago and found that their life was rather short due to cracking during the
heating and cooling cycle.

Since long life between repairs is not likely

to be a requirement of the system which is eventually selected for use
in full scale operation, it might be practical to use a refractory liner
or better to use a combination of refractory liner with air cooling on
the outside of it.

Selection of the best material for this purpose must

receive close attention.

A material with reasonably good insulating

properties at the temperature to which it will be exposed, plus sufficient
durability and flexibility to provide a reasonable service life must be
found.
h.

Recommendations
The next step should be an engineering study utilizing engine design

specialists with the object of producing a preliminary design to guide
in the procurement of an engine for ground testing.

If possible, the

same organization which did the preliminary design should, upon procurement of the engine prepare detailed engineering drawings for the modifications.

Next, it will be necessary to obtain bids and to place a contract

with an engine manufacturer or an engine maintenance facility capable of
producing and assembling the hardware.
While there are several challenging problems associated with this
engine modification, none would appear to present a risk to which a solution could not be found.

The type of modifications required need special

alloys and fabricating methods and will not be obtainable quickly.

It is

recommended that investigation of available engines proceed concurrently
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with preliminary engineering so that each activity may have the benefit
of what the other has learned.

In this way it might be possible to arrive

quickly at the selection of an engine and obtain a head start in the
specification of the modifications required.

II.

PROGRAM FOR PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT & TESTING

Selection of a facility where the type of testing required at ground
level can be accomplished is one of the first and largest problems to be
solved.

Each of the jet engine manufacturers has a remote testing site;

Pratt & Whitney's is 18 miles west of West Palm Beach in the Everglades,
while General Electric's is at Peeples, Ohio.

Another possibility is the

test facility at Edwards Air Force Base in California.

The basic problem

is that a well-equipped test station with available personnel is required,
and a location where it is possible to release several thousands of pounds
an hour of finely divided carbon dust is needed.

Due to the quantity

involved, it would be very costly to remove carbon in filters.

At a

facility with a high smoke stack, it would be possible to distribute this
dust and reduce the problem.

There is no toxicity to animals or plants

from this dust and the problem is entirely one of appearance.

The fore-

going is by way of perspective on the problem, a solution has not yet
been attempted.
If the problem of finding a suitable test station proves to be very
severe, it may affect the size of engine procured.

It might be possible

with a smaller engine, such as the J85 suggested by General Electric, to
use a bag filtration system.

This would be difficult and costly however,

and should be held in reserve until it is determined whether a facility is
available which would permit an open discharge of the gas from the engine.
As soon as an engine is selected, procurement activities and design
of modifications can start.

Fabrication of the new section and assembly

of the complete engine are the next step.

Following this, a series of

runs would be made at a test center and then, in all likelihood, there
would be some modifications required before it could be considered optimum
187
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for its function.

Final ground tests and plans for airborne installa-

tions would follow.
The above steps are presented in Table 1 with preliminary estimates
of the time which will be required for each one.
There are some indications that time could be well spent in investigating sources of supply of engines.

J57 engines which cost initially

$150,000 are believed to be available for $10,000 to $20,000 from the
Special Projects Office of Wright Field in Dayton.
a number of these engines at very attractive terms.

NASA recently bought
The Air Force is

also reported to have an interest in carbon black production in jet
engines as a method of foiling rockets with heat seeking guidance systems.
If this program provides them with useful information, the Air Force
might be willing to buy the engine and perhaps provide some support
services as well.

If it is decided to do the test work on a smaller

engine, the General Electric J85 is also available at a cost in the $10,000
to $20,000 range.
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III.
A.

CARBON RAW MATERIAL

Technical Requirement
The raw material should be as dense and as aromatic as possible
compatible with a cloud point of under about l200F and a low
viscosity at a temperature of about 2000F so as to permit easy
pumping and good atomization. The lower the cloud point and
viscosity the better, other things being reasonably equal.

B.

Cost Factors
The required raw material will have to be supplied in tank cars
or tank trucks since the consumption will be large. (This does
not apply to early stage testing wherein drums might suffice.)
The cost delivered to a remote location will vary from about $7
to $10 per barrel (42 gallons) or about 1.8~ to 2.6~ per pound,
say 2~ to 3~. Yield will be about 50% or a raw material cost
of 4~ to 6~ per pound of carbon particles, a very reasonable
cost.

C.

Specific Raw Materials
1.

Methyl naphthalenes from pertro1eum and coal tar.
This material is available, but the supply is
limited. It remains liquid at room temperature
and has a very low viscosity at atomizing temperature.
This would be a good material to start with. It
would cost '2-3~/lb. A 50% yield is possible.

2.

Heavy creosote
This material would be harder to use but would give
a higher carbon yield -- perhaps 60-65% -- and
is more available. It would cost 2-3~/lb.
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V.

CARBON RAW MATERIAL (continued)

C.

Specific Raw Materials (continued)

2.

Heavy creosote (continued)

Typical properties are:
API

- 10

Viscosity SSU

S

BMCI

130°F
210°F

85 sec.
35 sec.

0.7
168

H/c

0.78

asphaltenes

2.0

sediment

0.1

NA

2 ppm

K

O.2 ppm

99% aromatics
IBP

500°F

50%

670°F

may show crystallizable solids at room temperature.

3.

Lighter creosotes
These are available if needed for handling reasons.
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